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TORONTO, SEPTEMBER, 1886.

THE PRESIDENT'S ADDRESS.

BY T. K. HOLnEs, M.D., cAÂTHAM, ONT.

Gentlemen of the Canadian Medical Association,-
When, a year ago, you paid me the high honor of
electing me to the presidency of this Association, I
vill not pretend to deny that the distinction that
ap'pointment conferred afforded me the most lively
gratification, which, however, was qualified by
several considerations that were to me of quite a
serious character. Not the least of these was the
knowiedge that I must addresW an audience dis-
tinguished for intelligence and scholarly attain-

Siments, both professional and general, and that the
P learmn and ability of my predecessors in office
r'woulcd not detract from the difficulty of the task.

Ideed I felt, and still feel, that my chief qualifi-
cation for the position in which your kindness has
pla ed me is an unswerving interest in the pros-

operity f this Association, which has influenced so
strorLly and so favorably the medical profession of
t5 country. While expressing my most sincere

tlianks for the highest honor at your disposal, I
f Bure that the saine kindly feeling which

pro pted its bestowal will render easy the duties
reiding-oficer, and that the saine zeal which

bas htiherto marked' the scientifi work of this
A socsiation wil characterize the nieeting now

RMance and'history combine to render the city
Quebec the most interesting spot in Canada, and

ssociatioû may well be coiigratulated on thé
y hisyer'in holding itssession

ýý1a'la e -reiidered famnods by so many circum ,n-
s =The adventurus quest and the indrnit-

of tha'early navigators *hô laid the-foun-

dation of civilization in this country when they
planted the colors of France along the shores of
the St. Lawrence, may well serve us as models for
emulation in our more peaceful search after that
scientific knowledge which contributes so much to
the happiness of mankind. If our efforts be at all
comparable to theirs, equal honors and equal
blessings may be expected' to result fron, our
endeavors. In this connection I may express the
wish that the saine spirit of enlightenment and
progress that characterizes our parent countries,
France and England, may animate their descend-
ants in this young Dominion, 'and that the Cana-
dian profession of medicine may not be unworthy
the great names of Harvey and Lawrence, of
lunter and Pasteur. It will certainly contribute

greatly to the progress of Medical science ii this
country if the two races whose 'ancestors have'led
the van in Europe go hand in hand and vie with
each other in creating a professional status here
inferior to that of no other country. Some of the
means by which we may hope to accomplish this
will be the subject of my remarks to-day.

The architect who aims at lasting fame, not only
lays broad and deep the foundation of his work,
but anticipates each step in the growing structure
even to the crowning évënt of its completion. He
selects the material, superintends each procesà 'of
manufacture, shapes every part, and^enbllishes
the whole until it àíses in symmetry and perfection,
and stands the glorious and enduring monument of
his 'creative genius. In this'land there is-aisirig a
temple 'whosè foundation"isbased ùpon the accumu-
latéd 'labors of the greatést architects of human
happinéss. 'Their names shine with brilliancy
unabated: âll down througËi the vista cf pàst'yeaár,
and animaàte and énlighten all who labor in the saine
profession,'and- 'late 'their achievemeñtsl We
are the privileged architects of this temple' of

0, iqljtaï ØM ÍÍÍÍR.
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medicine in our country and generation, and I
trust that the marks of: our skill may not be
indistinguishable in the rising edifice. The pro-
gress of scientific medicine in the recent past is the
result very largely of the development of the
science of biology which has done so much to
establish medicine on a scientific basis.

Until the study of life in its elementary forms
was rendered possible by modern instruments of
precision, empiricism necessarily entered' largely
into all medical progress, and it was maintained as
an opprobrium that medicine was no more than an
enlightened empiricism. This is true, but it could
not have been otherwise since, until the birth of
biology as a science, medical knowledge had either
to remain at a stand-still or to progress by a series
of empirical jumps which sometimes left it in a
more advanced state of. usefulness, and, sometimes
failed to do so even in the slightest degree.
Although empiricism in medicine has been such a
laborious- means of advancement, we must admit
that it generally contained some grains of truth,
and that when it failed to accomplish what was
expected of it, the reason of the failure lay, not in
the worthlessness of the efforts at progress, but in
the difficulty of separating the grains of truth
from the abundant chaff in which it was contained.
Each new fashion, while it has contained some
truth, has failed and given place to another little
in advance, not because it contained no truth, but
because the truth it did contain was incomplete.
When, however, the study of biology was
established on a scientific basis, medicine, which
is but an appliedc science of biological doctrine,
became less empirical and more scientific, and by
the aid of physiology and pathology, which are the
necessary sequence of biological investigation, has
advanced to the present high and satisfactory
position it occupies. The very fact that morbid
processes are viewed and studied from a physio-
logical standpoint, and are estimated and measured
by the laws that govern elementary processes of
life, renders it certain that the progress of the
recent past and of the present is on surer lines and
firmer, foundation than ever, before, andthat the
future of medicine will be the glorious sequel of
the present, as the present is the glorious sequel
of the past. It justifies the belief, that the
advantages -to, the human race likely te accrue
from the,prosecution cf, medical studies and inves-
tigation pursued on these lines, will be far greater
in the future than in the past, that, physiology and
patiology, -which are but, in theiî infancy, are
destined to illuminate the dark places in medicine
and,reveal -the true cause of much human suffering
and premapture death.

We are accustomed to regard with wonder the
achievements of modern invention in the art of
war, and to contemplate with amazement the per-
fected instruments of destruction that strengthen
the hands of modern belligerents, but the general
who advances to'battle with aIl these at his com.
mand his no greater advantage over a barbarous
foe than modern medical searchers after truth in
the realms of disease have over their empirical
brothers of the prebiological period. Possessing
these advantages, and stimulated by this prospect,
it is reasonable to suppose there will, in the near
future, arise men whose investigations, beginning
where those of Sanderson, Koch, Virchow, and
Pasteur leave off, will be equally brilliant and
equallyconducive tohuman happiness and longevity.
The country that produces these men will be the-
country that affords the best medical education to
those entering the profession, and that most faci-
litates original investigation for those who have
chosen that field of labor. No physician li this
country worthy of the profession to which he be-
longs can be indifferent to the position Canada
shall occupy in the honorable and honored con-
petition in which so many are and will be,
engaged.

The future of the medical profession in this as in
any other country will largely depend upon the-
natural ability and the mental and moral training
in childhood and youth of those entering its ranks;
so that in considering any scheme for the creation
of a high standard of medical qualification, domes-
tic training and the plan of education, pursued in
public schools must be recognized as bearing an
important part.

It has been said that poets are born and not made
-a saying that is net untrue when applied to medical
men, for a combination of mental and moral quali
ties which cannot be wholly acquired enters into
the character of every great physician. It is cause
for regret that greater discrimination is net exer.
cised in direcing young men in the choice of a
business or profession, and that convenience and
not natural aptitude sliould frequently determine s
young man's course in life. There are so many
examples cf men rising ,fromn obscurity, to great
eminence in every vocation, that there has arisen a
popular inpression that all obstacles and nat
defects can be compensated for, or canbe overoore:,/
by diligence and perseverence on the part of:any
aspiring youth. It would be wr'ong to und
estimate the value of industry and high aspintio
but these, while they can improve all and
render mediocrity respectable,, can neyer supp
the place of genius. While. it is impossibt
create genius by any system of 'training, a
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most impossible to repress it altogether by any
carelessness or neglect.

" That many mute inglorious Miltons lie buried
in our churchyards, I venture to doubt: the fire
of a Burns is not easily hidden under a bushel, but
some smaller lights may be quenched, and the
best of such men, like Burns himself, may be
thwarted and broken in heart."-(Dr. Allbutt.)

Other things being equal, the child who, from
infancy, is trained to think and to reason correctly
and express its, thoughts clearly, will be more
likely to attain eminence in mature life in all pur-
suits of an intellectual character than the child not
so trained ; indeed, skilful training in early life is
essential to success in persons of average natural
capacity, and is of unquestionable importance to
ail

The efforts to establish and to maintain an effi-
cient system of education in this country are
worthy the highest commendation, but the task is
a difficult one, and there is danger of enthusiastic
legislators over-stepping the mark and making our
sons and daughters mere receptacles of knowledge
instead of creators of knowledge, by failing to
recognise that it is vastly more important that a
man should think and reason correctly than that
he be the possessor of multitudes of facts and
definitions. Physicians, with such questionable
elementary training, are like the artificer well sup-
plied with the tools of bis craft but lacking the
skill to use them. It is not to such that we may
look hopefully for real progress in our science ;
they make up the great army of routine practition-
ers who trouble themselves little with profundi-
ties, and are like Dr. Sangrado,, who felt quite
sure that those of his patients who, under the care
ofhi pupil Gil Blas, died from excessive bleeding
and the copious drinking of warm water, did so

ecause this his panacea was not applied with suf-
ficient vigor and determination.

It is, probably not incorrect to say that most
maedical men in Canada are of opinion that the
chief defect in our school, system lies .in the over-
sight here referred to. The curriculum for medical
)Matriculants in Canada must create a higher aver-
aae intellectually among young men aspiring to the,
profession, but there can be no doubt that a widen-
iíg f the curriculum so as to embrace a. more

tensive knowledge of the natural sciences would
greatly facilitate the -acquisition of knowledge
presented to, and required of, medical students.
,4a acquaintance, with- the laws relating to clima-

ogy would. serve a useful end in the study of
Pidemic and endemic diseases, and in an estimate,

clthe influence of climate on disease in general;
¤quaintance.with minuteorganisms, and histo-

logical structures, sudh as could be readily acquired
in any higli school provided with a microscope,
would prepare the mental soil for the reception and
quick geeinination of the seeds of knowledge sown
by teachers of physiology and kindred subjects in
medical schools. The medical student who learns
something of biology, of cells and germs, and of
bacterial life only after he has entered upon his
course of medical lectures, is at a great disadvantage
and loses much time in a bewildering effort. to
master names and technicalities, and I can conceive
of no more irksome task for a teaéher than to lec-
ture to a class of young men laboring under this
disadvantage.

The relations existing between medical schools
and licensing bodies in this country are so satis-
factory that little desire has been manifested to
alter them, and it is beyond doubt that to these.
relations we owe in great measure the improved-
status of medical education here.

When the great discovery of Columbus opeied
to the old world the unknown and virgin resources-
of the new, the most progressive nations entered
eagerly into keen competition for the advantages,
this discovery presented. National ambition and,
individual courage and endurance combined towards<
the great aim and object of colonization and develop-
ment of natural resources of this continent. The
-results are patent to all ; a newer and greater free-
dom and civilizati'on in the new world are the rich
fruits of these vigorous pioneer efforts, and the
evidence exists in theglad and prosperous millions
of the western world. Analogous to this is the
meteoric brilliancy of the discoveries in medical
science within the past fifty years. Physiology,
pathology, the etiology of disease, physiological
medicine, preventive medicine, these are some of
the fields laid open to the modern physician, andý
they leave no lack of opportunity for the exercise
of ambition, skill, and philanthropy. Nearly all
European nations and the individual States of the
neighboring Republic have shown their determina-
tion to participate in the honorable achievemennte
in medicine thus rendcered possible in the near
future. Schools for the pursuit- of original investi-
gation have been Iiberally, endowed by these
governments, and this liberality has beensupple-
mented by the wise and princely donations- of
private individuals.

Sanderson and Klein,. Kocli and Pasteur, our
own Osler, and many others scarcely lese dis-
tinguished, are devoting their lives with indefati-
gable zeal to the elucidation of scientifc questions.
upon which rests the, superstructure of. medical
practice, and they are enabled to do so only through
the,,liberality of the, various.goveraments under-
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which they live. Research of this kind can only
be carried on successfully by men naturally adapted
to such work, and who are free from the care and
anxiety inseparable from the lives of thoseiengaged
in the active practice of their profession. Hence
the absolute necessity for the endowment of insti-
tutions of this character. The large expenditure
necessary to the equipment of î laboratory for such
work has greatly retarded it in Canada, and until
means are provided we must be content to occupy
an insignificant place in the great race now belng
run. Can it be that this country or its wealthy
citizens will remain indifferent in this matter, while
our nearest neighbor is lavishing millions of dollars
to attain honorable eminence in the progress of
medical science? Scarcely a State in the Union
that has not its well endowed university, and the
princely gifts of Cornell, of Johns Hopkins, of Mr.
Stanford, of Mr. Vanderbilt and of Sir Donald A.
Smith are the great beginning of greater things.
Whò can estimate the blessings to the human race
that must arise from the wise munificence of these
noble men ! Millions yet unborn shall speak their
names with feelings of reverence and love, nor wili
other monuments be needed to make their names
immortal. In this connection, I would suggest
that a committee of this Association be appointed,
to report at the next annual meeting upon the best
means of establishing one or more laboratories
where original investigation in medical studies may
be carried on.

Medicàl Societies constitute a most important
factor in the advancement of medical knowledge,
and it is much to be regretted that they are not
everywhere established. It is safe to say that the
maintenance of active local societies contribute
immensely to the knowledge of their members by
encouraging careful observations in private prac-
tice, and more extensive reading and research.
Aside from a scientific point of view, the harmony
engendered by these meetings eliminates much of
the jealousy and misunderstanding that are so
humiliating and so subversive of individual happi-
ness and public respect. The general organization
of small local societies would be a sure means of
improving the rep~resentation at the larger ones,-
and would secure to thiem papers and discussions
of a iigher character; Provision has been made
in Ontario by thé Medical Act for the formation
of territorial associations in the different electoral-
divisions, and in some of them most prosperous
societies have existed for many years, and the
reporte of their ýroceedings constitute valuable
additions to medical literature.

0f :all-the means of niedical.progress, few could
be more advantageously util]ied than the accuinu-

lated experience of men in private practice if'they
could be induced generally to keep a systenatie
record of their more important cases. Time, skill,
and the privilege of post-mortem examinations are
essential to the successful recording of cases, and
their absence is doubtless the chief cause of the
neglect so universal in this matter. Time so con-
sumedwould be more than repaid by the increased
skill acquired; the high standard of qualification
now required of graduates should remove the
second difficulty; and if requests for autopsies
were made in all cases necessary to verify a diag.
nosis or to elucidate an obscurity, the prejudice
now existing against them in the public mind
would, to a great degree, disappear. Let rural
practitioners who underrate their opportunities of
contributing to the general fund of medical know-
ledge, remember that Jenner, McDowell, and
Koch were not metropolitan' physicians, and were
unknown to fame until their great discoveries,
wrought out by diligent study and observatioù,
placed them among the great benefactors of nian-
kind. Observation and reflection are the parents
of discovery, and never fail to produce their off-
spring, although the gestation may be long and the
labor hard. Every truth so revealed is like a
lantern, the light of which may be turned on the
dark places of our field of investigation, and new
truths stand clear to *our mental vision, and we
walk boldly and safely on, using each new thought
to illumine the obscurity that surrounds and pre-
cedes it.

The building up of a science is a slow and labor
ious process, and facts must be supplied by a
multitude of workers. The scholar who deciphers
the cuneiforma inscriptions of ancient Babylon or
the hieroglyphics of Egypt, and contributes to our
knowledge of these nations, must be aided and
preceded in his work by the archoeologist who dis
covers,and the laborer who unearths,these inperish-
able records of past events. So in the building up
of medical science, the humblest worker is not 'to
be despised, for his contributions may be and often
are essential; but to be available, his thoughts and
observations must be recorded,. that they nay be'
weighed and winnowed by those suited to the
.task.

All who have read the lectures of-Murchison on
"Functional Diecases of the Liver," of Roberts on
"The Digestive Ferments," or of our own Osleron
"Malignant Endocarditis," must be impressed o
the great impetus given to practical medicie y
,thëse, and will need no arguments to convince
them of the desirability of tle endowmefit of;
similar lectureships here. From a literaiy aâd
scientific standpoint, the advantages accruinlg to
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the profession from such lectures wrould be im-
portant, but of even more importance would be the
encouragement afforded to the more gifted and
aspiring of our own Canadian physicians and
surgeon9. As Canadians we nay feel proud of our
country and of its physicial and political excellen-
cies, but we may rest assured that, so far as we
medical men are concerned, others will estimate
us by the reasonable and practical standard of our
contributions to medical knowledge and by our
scientific attainments. No-conservative clinging to
obsolete methods on the one hand, or the multipli-
cation of weak meretricious literature on the other,
can impose upon the learned in the professional
world, and the sooner we create strong incentives
to scientific work the sooner will the workers be
forthcoming. I would here offer the suggestion
that this Association take into consideration the
establishment of lectureships similar to those in
England and other older countries.

Of all means enumerated for the advancement
of medical science, individual effort undoubtedly
ranks first. Associations can teach and stimulate,
but they can never supply the place of study and
observation. Truth only yields her wealth to him
who lays seige to her shrine. Emerson says the
hardest task in the world is to think. We try to
look in the face an abstract truth, and we cannot
do it. The mind swerves from the encounter, and
thick darkness prevails. . We return to the charge
and try to force Truth from her citadel, and then
in a moment, when we least expect it, a rif t in the
cloud comes, a ray penetrates our minds, light
floods in more and more, until objects, dim at first
from sudden light in dark places, become real
shapes, and we gauge their dimensions and esti-
mate their proportions with unerring exactitude.
Few truths are discovered but by this laborious
process, and because we evolve them slowly and
often only partially by delving beneath the surface
of things, it is better to labor so than not to work
at all, for when the surface is broken and dis-
turbed, others wil see clearly what we only half
perceive, others will perfect what we are able only
to dimily outline.

It requires no prophetic eye to perceive the
fuure greatness of Canada. Her vast extent, and-

ried and inexhaustible natural resources, every-
here.abounding, are such that it would seem im-

Possible for any series of unfortunate events, to
stei her progress, or to divert her course in the
contest of nations for pre-eminence in all that con-
tittes trùe greatness. The spirit of progress is

alroad and armed with the all-compelling weapons
Of màodern invention, hampered by no medieval ab-

-rtesand thwarted by no ignorant prejudices;

we are justified in entertaining the most exalted
and hopeful view of the future of our country, and
may deem ourselves fortunate in bearing a part in
the development of so fair a heritage. .As phy-
sicians, the part we assume is not an insignificant
one. To enact wise laws, to encourage commerce,
to preserve peace within our borders, and to con-
mand the respect of neighboring nations are ob-
jects worthy of the most exalted ambition and
the most patriotic determination ; but will it be
said that the aims of medical science are less
exalted or less conducive to national prosperity or
individual happiness? To cure disease, to alle-
viate suffering, to extend the limit of human life,
to enlarge the field of human usefulness, to be able
to prevent disease by removing the cause; surely
the profession that devotes its energies to the ac-
complishment of these objects is entitled to the
fostering care of governments and to the liberality
of wealthy citizens.

" A sound nation is a nation that is composed of
sound hurman beings, healthy in body, strong of
limb, true in word and deed, brave, temperate,
sober, chaste; to whom morals are of -more impor-
tance than wealth. It is to form character of this
kind that human beings are sent into this world,
and those nations who succeed in doing it are those
who have nade their mark in history. They are
nature's real freemen and give to nan's existence
on this planet its real interest and value." (Froude.)
In the not-distant future this Dominion will be the
home of fifty millions of people with all the wealth
and all the greatness that implies ; a thought that
may well inspire us with feelings of pride and satis-
faction ; but the wise man will not be so much
impressed by- the vastness of our- territory, the
multitude of our people, or the size and wealth of
our cities, but will be more concerned in the
problem of the social advancement, the, civil
liberty, the physical perfection, the scientific status
and the moral rectitude of our teeming population.
When that time comes may the science of medicine
have contributed its share towards the creation of
a people unsurpassed for physica1 perfection and
mental spriglitliness and fornli thosevirtues that,
are born of these Should these hopesberéilizd,
then indeecÙióuld happiness pievail anc pros eity
sit as a ruling genius on the browof every -hill; the
bosom of every fah and the banki fL every stre-an:;
and the application to ourcouritryòof thlnluiàiage
of one of England's greatest jioets ôduldscarceiy
be considered hyperboical hen'he says

"'All'crimes'sall cesse ol cent f raud shal1 fa!
ReturningüJstice lift ait lier scale
Peace cer tii world hr oliveand etnd,
And whitelro "oed dan scfrcm he n descend,
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ON THE IDENTITY OF MEMBRANOUS
CROUP AND DIPHTHERIA.*

BY G. R. M'DONAGH, M.B., TORONTO.

Mr. President and Gentlemen,-The paper
which I desire to read before you to-day was
written with the object of bringing together
some of the arguments and evidence which at
present exist to prove the identity of the dis-
eases croup and diphtheria. The subject is one
which bas seemed to me of considerable impor-
tance to the profession, owing to the large
number of cases which occur every year in this
country, and the great mortality therefrom.
Up to the time of the epidemic of diphtheria
in England, in 1858, the term " croup" (by
which I mean only true or membranous croup,
and iot the varieties of false, catarrhal, or spu-
rious croup) was used to designate an acute,
non-contagious iziflammation of the larynx,
attended with a membraniform exudation of
lymph. Since that time, however, much deep
investigation bas induced many to regard these
cases as isolated examples of diphtheria. In
France, where there had been much more
opportunity of studying the disease than in
England, the attention of the profession was
first drawn to the consideration of the subject
by Brettoneau's work on Diphtheria, and since
that time much deep research bas been devoted
by Trousseau, Brettoneau, and many other
French pathologists, to understand the true
nature of .the disease process, with the result
that at the present time the profession in that
country almost universally regard the two
diseases as identical. Among the first in Eng-
land to advocate- the tLeory of identity were
Dr. Hillier and Morell Mackenzie, in 1863.
After that Dr. George Johnson, Dr. Semple,
Sir William Jenner, and others, in ab;- articles,
maintained that the cause of disease was the
same for, croup and diphitheria' and influenced
thereby pulic opinion very strongly.. Diph-
theria is described as an acute, specific, èon-1
stitutional' diséase attended by inflammation
of the . phàrynx, hàYi g as a result an
exudation ofinimph. . It -bas a :téndency
to spread -in al dire. -to the nares,

*Read before the Ontario Medical Assodiation in
Toronto June, 1886.

to the mouth, to the larynx, and even dowu
the æsophagus. From the larynx it may
spread down the trachea and bronchi. But in
so-called true croup we also get a membranous
exudation of lymph in the larynx. The ques-
tion then arises, are there two kinds of mem.
branous inflammation of the larynx-one
specific, and the other not ? This is the point
I wish to discuss. The views of those who
believed the two affections to be entirely dis-
tinct were based, first, on pathological anatomi-
cal differences, and secondly, on clinical differ-
ences. It is said that in diphtheria we have
an exudation similar to that in croup, but
situated in the tissue of the mucous membrane
itself instead of on the surface of it, as in
croup. So that when we pulled away the
membrane in diphtheria we always removed
vith it a part of the underlying tissue, leaving

a bleeding surface, whilst in croup the deposit
separated easily and left a surface intact, or, at
the most, only hyperinic. This view of the
difference of the situation of the exudation,
whether within or upon the mucous membrane,
was first advanced by Virchow, but afterwards,
on account of the numerous cases which passed
into one and the same condition by insensible
gradations, he admitted this view to be no
longer maintainable. Virchow then adopted
the theory that the anatomical characteristic of
diphtheria consisted in the existence of -
necrosis of tissue, which took place beneath
the false membrane. He pointed out that this
tendency to necrosis must be placed in the
foreground, that is to say, that the peculiar
feature of the diphtheritic process lay in the
necrosis of the underlying tissues. Bamberger
and Gerhardt both declared that this explana
tion was not admissible, considering the necrosis
only a difference in degree rather than a real
distinction, and this view is now generally
held bymost investigators 'and, indeed, any
cases are found in which, although cliniially
answering to croup of the larynx; there is
exudlation Withiri the mucous membrane: and
also marked death of tissue" id; on the ther
lhànd, thére. are cases of true diphtheria with

1 superfi'ial memlbaniform- exudation.. ÇÓ this
point we hive the testimony of Wagner whos
post-niortem investigations have been extensive.
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Dr. Wagner says that in many cases of primary
diphtheria of the pharynx, which had ended
fatally throu*gh consecutive affection of the

larynx, he has found the pharyn"x presenting
normal conditions (i.e., no tissue necrosis), both
to the naked eye and also on microscopical

examination, whilst the larynx showed the
usual appearances of, croupous inflammation.
This latter theory, then, of Virchow's, that the
death of tissue which occurred b6neath the
false membrane was characteristic of diphtheria,
must be abandoned, as it is only a result of the
advanced stage of the disease.

It has also beea declared that the difference
in the degree of adhesion of the membraues to
the parts beneath, in croup and diphtheria, is
an argument in favor of duality. But because
we find a loosely attached exudation in the
larynx and trachea, whilst in the pharynx it
is more firmly interwoven with the tissues, we
ought not to consider this a fundamental differ-
ence in the process, for it depends on the
structural formation of the mucous membrane
of the parts. Whereas we find in the pharynx
a layer of squamous epithelium in intimate
connection with the subjacent tissue, we find
in the larynx a layer of pavement epithelium
separated from the underlying tissue by a well-
marked basement membrane. A fibrinous exu-
dation can always be more easily removed
from a mucous membrane with a sharply
defined epithelial layer than from a part where
the epithelial layer is less firm and passes
gradually into the deeper underlying cell struc-
tures. Trendilenburg and Maier both state,
in this respect, that the firmer or looser attach-
ment of the exudation depends on the struc-
tural formation of the mucous membrane.
Rindfleisch also holds this view, and Wertheim-
ber, in an article on this subject, states that
"the reason why the saine disease cause pro-

educes an infiltration into the tissues in the
pharynx and a: roup-like change in the larynx
<i' all due to the difference in the kind cf

Ipithelium," and:the degree of separation from I
the tissue beneath by a basement membrane.,
On these grounds, then, 1 contend that these
apparent gross pathologicai differences are not

al but'are due to the physiological peculiarities
the parts, as well as -to the severity and sta e
cfhe:disease.

Turning now to the microscopical appear-
ances, we find quite as little distinction.
According to the examinations of Wagner, who
has dose the best work in this direction, the
diphtheritic deposit is described as " a bright,
homogeneous,' glancing network, the cells of
which are often without contents, but mostly,
however, filled with lymph and pus cells,"
whilst the croup membrane consists of " a thick
network of delicate fibrils, in the spaces of
which were numerous elements resembling pus
cells." The most superficial cells are much
larger than lymph cells, but they decrease in
size as they go deeper, until those adjoining the
mucous surface are scarcely distinguishable
from normal cells. The microscopical appear-
ances of the exudation differ slightly, according
to the stage of the disease, but pathologists
now agree that it is impossible to distinguish
between samples taken from a larynx affected
secondarily to pharyngeal diphtheria and those
from a case of membranous croup. Sir
William Jenner says if you were to place in
the hands of the best pathologist the larynx
of a child who had died from membranous
inflammation of the larynx, and that of one
who had died from diphtheritie laryngitis, he

would be unable to distinguish the one from
the other. There is no anatomical character,
microscopical or otherwise, by. which he could
say : " This is true croup ; " " That is diph-
theria." On pathological grounds, therefore,
it seems to be impossible to distinguish these
two affections. Let us pass on, then, to the
consideration of the clinical aspect of the

affections.
The first supposed clinical distinction is the

difference of site in which the diseases manifest
themselves: Diphtheria belonging for the miost
psrt to the pharynx, while croup is considered
chiefly a disease of the larynx. But at once we
must -admit that difference of sitecannot con-

stitute -any-real difference. Syphilis, for in-
stance, presents itself -in màny .different,

situations, and so also cancer, rheumatism,:;and
gout,,and still remain theý same diseasest;but

,besides this we often meet with diphtheria in

the larynx, and alse cases>'clinically :answcr-
ing te croup :eginning -in the -pharynx.

Moreli Mackènziestates that only about,10 or

12 per cent. of croup cases commence in the
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larynx, and Sir William Jenner states that it
is beyond question that true diphtheritic in-
flammation may be limited to the larynx, that
in exceptional cases the pharynx escapes the
exudation. The fact. is, very often, when
the physician is called to a patient in which
all the symptoms point strongly to a bad case
of croup, his firat thought is how to relieve the
patient of the immediate distress rather than to
examine the pharynx for false membrane; but
indeed a close inspection would discover it
there also in the great majority of cases; and
on the other hand, it is well known that in
typical cases of diphtheria the laryngoscope
will show alinost always patches of membrane
on the epiglottis, arytnoid cartilages, or false
cords, or elsewhere in the larynx. I have
heard Prof. Stoerk say that he had repeatedly
and time and again watched this process with
the laryngoscope, and that it was impossible to
distinguish the condition thus produced in the
larynx from that in a case of regular mem -
branous croup.

Next, it has been argued that croup has
no tendency to spread, that it is not in-
fectious. I fancy the experience of most of
you will recall instances when you have treated
casesclinically answering to croup of the larynx,
and subsequently other members of the same
family were attacked with diplitheria. I can
distinctly remember such a case. The physîcian
was called to a patient in whom all the symp-
toms pointed to simple, uncomplicated 'croup.
Going upon the duality theory and the non-
contagiousness of croup, isolation of the
patient was not insisted upon, and several
other children in the same family were taken
sick later with diphtheria, and two died.
I think the belief entertained by many physi-
cians of the non-contagiousness of croup is
strengthened frequently by an error in diag-
nosis. I am, confident ýthat many cases which
are put down 'as true membranous croup are,
-eally not of this nature at a11, but rather cases

of simple, acute diffuse «laryngitis with. sub-
cordal oedema. - This lcondition produces pre-
cisely. the same Isymptoms, the same cough,
aphonia and difficulty of breathing, as we meet
viith ià true croup, and indeed; the t*o affeec-
tions -can only be distinguished during life by

the laryngoscope. I believe cases of this
nature will explain many of the instances
where supposed true croup does not spread.

But besides this, a single case of croup should
no more be separated from diphtheria than a
single case of scarlatina, because it does not
spread, be separated from other cases of scarla
tina.

Passing on now to the consideration of other
clinical manifestations, we find the greatest
stress laid on the different amount of the
general toxmernic effect produce 1 by diphtheria
and croup; that in the former we meet with the
severest symptoms of adynSmia, and as a
further result of the septiciemia we have great
swelling of the lymphatic glands and albumi-
nuria, and still later in the course of the pro-
cess, paralysis of different groups of muscles;
while in croup we find none of these grave com-
plications, no swelling of the glands, and no
albuminuria, and no paralysis. Now it is true,
that when the exudation is thrown out only in
the larynx there is not nearly, as a general
rule, the saie amount of constitutional dis-
turbance, but this faet admits of easy expla-
nation, inasmuch as it depends on the anatomi-
cal differences in the two parts. Starting out
with the assumption now generally held by
most observers, that the toxoemia is, in part at
least, secondary and due to absorption of the
septic matters from the diseased parts, we
have in the abundant lympbatic supply of the
pharynx a good explanation of the greater con.
stitutional disturbance and the greater swell-
ing of the glands in diphtheria than in croup.,
According to Luschka there exist in the soft
palate, wbich is extraordinarily richly supplied,
two different plexuses of lymphatic vessels:
an anterior and a posterior plexus. Branches
from each of these plexuses run down on each
side, communicating with each other and with
those at the base of the tongue, and those In
the tonsils. The lymphatic absoibents alsoJiu_
the posterior wall of ýthe pharynx are very
abundant. Recklinghausen also, has proved
Most;conipletely -that the mucous membran 'of
the pharynx, tonsils, and the follicular glands
of the tongue has a very abundant lymphatic
supply; and Dr. E. Klein in his work al
refers to the very unusual abundwnce f th
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absorbents in the pharynx. These lymphatic
vessels have all free communication with the

glands about the angle of the jaw. The lym-

phatic supply of the larynx, on the contrary,
is much less developed. According to Luschka,
all the vessels from the epiglottis and from the
parts above the true cords unite into one main
vessel on each side which runs between the
great cornu of the hyoid bone and the superior
border of the larynx, and empties into a single
lymphatic gland. Those beneath the true cords,
also, and those from the cricoid cartilage unite
into a main trunk on each side which empties
into a corresponding gland on each sid'e of the
membranous part of the~ trachea. This great
abundance, then, of the lymphatics which ve
meet with in the pharynx, and their direct con-
nection with the lymphatic and venous plexuses
of the neck, afford a ready means for the pas-
sage of the septic matters from the diseased
parts into the blood mass as compared with the
scantier lymphatic supply of the larynx and
trachea.

Fron this point of view, it will be readily
understood how that there is likely to be a
much greater toxomic effect, and much greater
swelling of the glands about the angle of the
jaw, when the disease bas its local manifesta-
tions in the pharynx than when in the larynx.
In croup the glands in connection with the
larynx are also enlarged, but they require to
be felt for, as they are so few and so small. An
excellent example apropos here is to be seen in
the case of cancer. ln cancer of the pharynx
we find early and greatly marked affection of
the lymphatic glands in the neighborhood about
the angle of the jaw, whilst in cancer of the
larynx the lymphatic glands are scarcely at all
afected, and it is for this reason that extirpa-
tion of a cancerous larynx is a comparatively
favorable operation.

Fili 1y, with regard to the albuminuria and
paralgis. This complication and ,sequelS I
hold also to be. the results of the greater
degree of blood-poisoning in diphtheria than in
croup, and I believe they are due to the second-
ti blood-poisoning produced by the absorp-
to *f the septic matter from the diseased

lit is greater in diphtheria because of

h"grter opportunity for that absorption, as

already explaincd: Not only do we meet with
many cases of diphtheria without either
albuminuria or paralysis, but we often meet
with cases of the regular form of croup in
which also albuminuria is present ; and as for
the paralysis, we have the authority of Iiter,
who quotes a case of undoubted bronchial croup
which was complicated by complete paralysis
of the pharyngeal muscles. We cannot, there-
fore, either on pathological or clinical grounds,
admit a difference between membranous croup
and diphtheria, but we must refer the process
in each case to the same etiology, and explain
the difference in the symptoms by the differ-
ence in the degree of intensity, and the different
situations of manifestation; and I think on this
point the physiological anatomical differences
in the epithelial layers and the absorbent
lymphatic supply of the parts are responsible
for much of the confusion.

I cannot do better -than conclude these
remarks with the opinion of Dr. George John-
son on the subject. Hie says : "Il wisi to
express emphatically my entire concurrence
with the conclusions long since arrived at by
Trousseau, Brettoneau, and all the leading
French pathologists, that all the cases of so-
called croup which are associated with false
mémbranes in the air passages are essentially
diphtheris, and, on the other hand, what we
call in this country inflammatory croup, or
catarrhal laryngitis, never results in the for-
mation of false membranes. It is surprising
that practitioners of large experience can have
any doubt on this subject, yet we find even in
the most recent English text books that per-
plexing attenpts are made to distinguish
between what the authors call " true mem-
branous croup » and "diphtheritic croup."
The attempt is hopeless, and most confusing to
the student, for it is certain that neinbranous
croup and laryîigeal diphtheria as we now see
them are one and the same malady.

An exchange apeaks cf " Tonsillar orchitis
and ovaritis." When a man gets orchitis in
his tonsils, or a woman gets tonsillitis of her
ovaries, the case ,must brinteresting.-z Weekly
MeMdical Review
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ABNORMALLY SHORT CORDA
TENDIN.

BY J. FERGUSON, B.A., M.B., TORONTO.

In the Canadian Journal of Medical Science
for the year 1882, at page 292, I ventured to
suggest this as at least one cause for regurgita-
tion; and that the shortening might come from
swelling of the part in cases of inflammatory
rheumatism.

Since that date I have been able to procure
'some good examples of this condition. in two
there was the history of-rheumatism, but in the
third there was no reason for thinking the per.
son had ever had rheumatism.

In this latter case all the structures of the
heart were perfectly healthy-the only abnor-
mality being very short tendinous cords, which
prevented the mitral valves from falling back
with sufficient freedom to close the orifice.
Hence a regurgitant murmur existed during
life.

A condition such as this would naturally
tend to get worse.

In the two cases where there had been rheu-
matie endocarditis, the swelling of the tissues
had led to their contraction, and thus the cords
in these cases were shortened.

[We are indebted to DR. ZimzRâmAN for the transla-
tions from the French and iany of the therapeutic
notes, and to DR. R. B. NKvIx for the Italian
translations.]-ED.

UNSETTLED PROBLEMS ABOUT
PNEUMONIA.

Clearer knowledge regarding the etiology
and the pathological relations of ,pneumonia is
one of the present desiderata ;f nedicine. In
spite of, the abundait opportunities which we
possess for studying the, affection, we are still,
in great doubt regarding its true character and
its proper place int the " fraternity of disease.
We allude to the:subject, in order to ,indicate
the lineswhich, we think, inquiry might take
with advantage.

Three views are held on the subject : first,
that pneumonia is a local inflammation, at-,

tended by profound systemie disturbance;
secondly, that it is a specific febrile disease,
with a pulmonary inflammation as its constant
local expression; thirdly, that the local condi-
tion is not truly inflammatory at all. We
allude, of course, only to acute sthenic pneu,
monia, with which the epithet " croupous!'
has been unluckily and apparently inseparably
conjoined.

The third theory may, we think, be put
aside, partly because of the slender evidence on
which it rests, and partly because our ideas of
inflammation are so much derived from the
examination of hepatised lung that, if pneu.
monia were pronounced non-inflammatory it
would practically mean a reconsideration of the
whole question of inflammation. Two theories
remain for consideration-the local inflamma..
tion theory, and the specific fever theory; the
former universally adopted by the laity, the
latter commending itself more and more to
scientific observera.

In favor of the view that pneumonia is
neither more nor less than "inflammation of
the lungs," we have the constancy of the local
condition, the general belief that the disease
frequently follows exposure, and the absence of
decisive proof of its contagious character.
Against this theory may be urged the facts
that the loéal condition and the systemic dis-
turbance are very, loosely related, the latter
often preceding the former, the former usually
out!asting the latter; that the etiology of
"chill " is of ten open to. grave suspicion; and
maf irportant of al], that pneumonia un
doubtedly occurs at times'as a well defined and
destructive epidemic. - Obviously, the points
that make against the "local inflammation"
theory are pro tanto in favor of the specific
character of the disease. To these may be
added the fact that pneumonia pursues a fairlY
uniform course, with well imarked rise of tem
perature, and a clearly defined criais. -The fre-
quency, of-hepatic disturbance and the-presence
of the micrococcus must also be borne in mind
in this connection. Some authorities further
urge: that the . frequent preseénce ,of e
labialis'iÈ the analogue of a, specific cutaneOUs
eruption. We think the balànc of evidencels
strongly against- the theory which professes te
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explain the disease as simply a local inflamma.
mation. Often the pyrexial period has run
most of its course with great severity, before the
most careful physical examination of the chest
yields any result. A case occurred recently in
our experience, whete the disease began in a
typical form, and with a profuse herpetie erup-
tiòn; but an examination of three successive
days by the hospital physicians, all on the look-
out for the disease, proved quite fruitless. On
the fourth day, the physical signs were de-
veloped in the usual way. Again, it is very
common for the temperature to fall to normal
with relief of the most urgent symptoms, while
the lung still shows no sign of resolution.

Adopting, then, the view that pneumonia is
a specific febrile disease, we have still a further
problem to determine-Is it an allf of the con-
tagious exanthemata, or of such sytemie diseases
with local manifestation as acute rheumatisn ?
It is here that the question of etiology- becomes
vitally important. If pneumonia was proved to
ha usually due to "clhill," we should be dis-
posed to rank it with acute rheumatism;
whereas, if its contagious character were estab-
lisbed, that would go far te justify its inclu-
sion in the list of specific fevers. Unfortu-
nately, upon these points the evidence is most
conflicting. Most observers are agreed that
pneumonia is at least occasionally attributable
to exposure ; while, on the other hand, cases of
apparent contagion sometimes arise, and the
undoubted occurrence of pneumonia in an epi-
demic form suggests the existence of some in-
fective property. The prevalence-of pneumonia
in the variable and treacherous weather, often
characteristic of the spring season in this
country, is a point in support of the favorite
etiology ; yet many cases where the disease is
confidently attributed to chill do not, on close in-
vestikation, warrant this hypothesis. The theory
is often too obviously a pure afterthought. In-
this country, chill is popularly regarded as the
lons et origo of almost every conceivable malady,
and the hypothesis of having caught cold pre-
sents a ready, and satisfactory escape from all.
etiological difficulties. -The more carefully we
Sift-the history of a case of pneumonia, the
i1ore frequently do we find that the universally

Volunteered theory of having '<caught cold »

rests on nothing better than a hazy conviction
on the part of the patient, that his malady
must have owed its origin to this cause. It is
clear that pneumonia does not bear the same
direct and unequivocal relation te atmospheric
influences as bronchitis or rheumatism ; never-
theless, it must be admitted that, in some cases,
such a relation seems difficult te dispute.

On the other hand, the evidence of the con-
tagious nature of pneumonia is still scanty. It
is beyond question that the sporadie disease is
very rarely communicated, and, we believe, the
vast majority of practitioners enforce neither
isolation nor disinfection; yet, occasionally a case
of apparent infection comes under observation.
Such isolated cases would probably attract little
attention, were it not for the phenomena of
epidemic pneumonia. It is unquestiénable that
such epidemics occur, and are often extremely
destructive, ,Their occurrence is sometimes
vaguely explained as due te a " pneumonic>"
influence in the air ; but if this means anything,
it points te the existence of some specific con-
tagion. How are we te draw the line between
epidemie pneumonia which appears to be infec-
tive, and sporadie pneumonia which is almost
universally regarded as non-infective? It is
barely possible that the two diseases are really
distinct, but no attempt has hitherto been made
to distinguish them.

As illustrative of the problems presented by
the phenomena of pneumonia, we mention the
following instance, brought forward by a
speaker at a recent discussion in one of our pro-
vincial medical societies. A child was under
treatment for pneumonia, when two othér
children in the same house were seized with
the same disease. At first sight, the evidence
of contagion seemed strong; but closer inquiry
elicited the fact that the two children hadbeen
put to sleep in a disused room, andý that the
window had been accidentally lefb ,open. all
night. 'Here, argued the speaker, is an appa-
rent case of infection clearly explained, by an
obvious source of chill. In reply to tliis, it was
-powerfully urged by- a subsequent speaker'tht,
on the broad principle of -probabilities, the
chance of' two children (in a family where a
third child was already. suffering from pneu-
monia) becoming affected by the disease in con-
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sequence of exposure to cold, would be almost

infinitesimal. The probability that one atleast

would take a common catarrh, bronchitis,
rheumatism, or other usual consequence of ex-

posure, would be extrénely strong.
We make no attempt to settle problems

which are still insoluble with the evidence at our

disposa]. We think, however, that much light
might be derived from a thorough investigation
of the etiology in al] sporadic cases of pneu-
monia, and still more from a diligent inquiry into
all instances where the disease assumes the form

of an epidemic. In this work every physician in

general practice might aid.-British Medical
Journal.

A NEW "SYSTEM" OF GASTRIC
THERAPEUTICS.

One may well listen with respect to the
teachings of a physician who bas cured dver
one hundred cases of gastric ulcer. This is
what Professor Leube, of Germany, claims to
have done (Bull. Gén. de Thérap., Jan. 30, 1886).
Professor Leube is a specialist in the depart-
ment of gastro-enteric pathology. He preaches
a gospel of which the three chief points are the
need of accurate diagnosis, strict regimen, and
copious use of the stomachal siphon. Professor
Leube is one of those who have introduced a
system into practice, based, like all systems, on
the belief that its adoption will cure most cases
of the diseases for which it is intended. Already
there are establishments in Germany instituted
with the sole object of treating gastric disorders
according to the régimes de Leube.

Prof. Leube bas had an excellent training in
physiological and chemical science, and having
devoted himself largely for fifteen years to the
subject of digestive disorders, it is not surpris-
ing ,that he 'should have evolved a "system"
that merits attention.

The therapeutic principles upon which Pro-
fessor Léube dependa are four in number:-
1. iDietary regulations;i 2. The use of the sto-
mach-tube ; 3. Thle use of hydrochloric acid
and pepsin ; 4. The use of vàrious other drugs,
such as-powders, bitters, etc.

Preliininary to all treatment it is considered
absolutely essential to make a correct diagnosis,

of the form of gastrie trouble. To facilitate
this the stomach-tube is used, and seven hours
after a meal that organ is washed out. If there
remain any food at this time it is an evidence
of digestive trouble. By using various foods,
and then subjecting the stomach to the seven-
hour test, a list of most digestible substances
is obtained. On the basis of many such ex-
periients, Leube constructs bis different regi.
mens. They are as follows:-

Regimen I. Soup (bouillon), meat-juice, milk,
raw and soft-boiled eggs, unsweetened crackers,
and mineral waters. The digestibility of meat
solution as compared with light foods, such as
calves' brains, rice, and chicken, was shown by

many clinical examples as well as by experi.
ments. A few patients, however, through soi'e
idiosyncrase, cannot digest milk or eggs.

The diet above given is suitable for chronic
catarrh and gastric ulcer. After it bas been
persevered in for about ten days, Regimen IL
is introduced. This consists of boiled calves'
brains, boiled sweetbreads, boiled cbicken, and
boiled pigeon. They are digestible in the order

given. The chickens must be young and the
skin must not be eaten. Well boiled soups
were also permitted; and for the evening re-
past soups, with milk, tapioca, beaten eggs, and
calves' feet. This regimen, to which may also
be added Regime I., gives a considerable variety.
Treatment may be commenced with Regimen IL.
if the stomach-washings show the inutility of
the first. The patient should live upon these
regimens for several weeks, or until bis diges-
tive powers will take care of them easily. Then
he enters upon Regimen III.

Regimen IIL This consists of Regimen I
with the addition of raw or very rare beefsteak.,
The best way of preparing it is to scrape as
much. meat from the raw steak as can be re<
moved easily, and heat it up rapidly in a small

quantity of fresh butter., Raw bain, scraped
and cooked in the same manner is alse goèd,
strange as it may appear. The ham niúsù, b1,
tender. A small amount of mashed .potàto is
allowed, a little bread (not.toefresh), and smalii

quantities o£f tea,or coffee with milk.-
Regimen IV., Roastochicken, pigeon, venison,

partridge, hare, rare roast-beef (it isbestcold),
leg of veal, small fishes, maccaroni and soup,
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with milk and rice; a small amount of butter
in some cases, Later on a small quantity of
Bordeaux or Rhine wine may be used, but
cautiously. Great. variety in diet should not

be adopted too rapidly.
The number of meals per diem, and the

quantity of food ingested, must be carefuilly
regulated with reference to the seven-hour rule,
and the conditions and peculiarities of patients.
Léube finds that at the catamenial period diges-
tion is considerably retarded. It should conse-
quently be aided, or a longer time be allowed
for it, and the food should be plain and simple.

Regimen IV. should be continued for several
weeks, and, if necessary, for months. Its con-
ditions should be rigorously adhered to. When
it is decided that the patient may return to his
habitual diet he is directed to make the change
very slowly, and to keep himself informed as
to his digestive ability by the use of the wash-
ing-out tube in all doubtfal questions.

The only stomach affection in which dietetics
play a secondary part is that which Leube
describes as nervous dyspepsia. Patients will,
however, do better, even in that malady, to
adopt a definite dietary. Regimen7 IV. is re-
commended, and variety is advised in the use of
it for such cases. Condiments may be used if
needed, and hydrochlorie acid with pepsin. It
should be remembered that in treating nervous
dyspepsia moral dietetics (la dietetique morale)
bas a preponderating influence.

Leube attaches consideralble importance to
giving~the stomach certain periods of complete
repose. For instance, he will wash ont the
stomach seven hours after luncheon, and give
nomore food until ten o'clock on the following
day. At this time soup and beefsteak are given,
and, generally, a stomach-washing in the even-
ing will show that the meal has been digested.

îThe drugs most used are hydrochloric acid
pepsin, bitters, cundurango, and mineral

waters. The acid and pepsin are not given in
lervous dyspepsia or in cancer or ulccr. Bitters,
including cundurango, are not thought much of,
thoigh the drug mentioned is one of the best.

ieral waters rre prescribed in very moderate
anmounts (O ss. daily), and are to be taken
slowly upon an empty stomach.-New York
Me'd-Recorder.

EVOLTJTION IN PATHOLOGY.

It needs no foresight to see that pronounced
significance will ere long be attributed to the
Darwinian aspects of pathology. There has,
perhaps, been some tardiness in applying the
all.embracing principles of evolution to pheno-
mena which fall within the special cognisance
of the pathologist; but progress in this direc-
tion has been made, and, though slow, i6 has
been sure.

Already in this connection several lines of
thought have been taken up; and, carefully
followed, they promise results of the greatest
interest. Many have been recently recorded in
this Journal. It has been suggested that en-
chondromata of the limbs of man and of many
animais are growths hoinologous with structures
vhich always exist in the selachian fin, and

that many other so-called abnormal devel-
opments may be regarded as instances of rever-
sion. Darwinism teaches that the -develop-
mental history of the individual is an abbrevi-
ated history of the development of the race to
which the individual belongs ; and the aboye
suggestion concerning the hornology of certain
enchondromata is one which arises out of a
consideration of the supposed ancestral history
of man. Regard, too, must be paid to the
inter-reactions of incidental forces and living
things, for such inter-reactions are largely
operative in the production of varieties. There
are, in fact, two sets of factors-heredity and
environment-concerned in the coming into
being of new forms of life. And in the coming
into being of new diseases, Sir James Paget
bas pointed out how these factors are to be con-

sidered. There is, agàin, the matter of correla-
tion (correlation of structures and association
of functions), to which Darwin drew special
attention; and it seems that a, knowledge of it
also is of profound importance, as serying, to

throw iight upon facts of every-day clinical
experience.

Another Darwinian line of thought has been

forcibly presented by Dr. Aitken. It bas for

many years been ;maintained that close genealo-

gical, or at any rate gradational,relation exists

between the: matèrièsmorbi of remittent, that

of intermittent, and -that of enteric fever;
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again, between that of enterie fever and that
of typhus; between also that of enteric fever
and that of scarlet fever; and between that of
scarlet fever and that of diphtheria. Dr. Aitken
bas been ably advocating extension of careful
observation upon these and such like relations.
Those who believe in the germ-theory as appli-
cable to most infectious, contagious, and mias-
matic diseases, and at the same time adhere to
the creed of the evolutionist, see no reason for
supposing that patbogenic micro-organisms form
an exception to laws which are- applicable, it
would seenm, throughout Nature. And though
sceptical concerning many of the explanations
which have been advanced in this conneotion,
we may yet allow that some amount of truth
lies behind; and this despite the fact that the
conversion of baceilis subtilis into bacillus an-
thracis in the laboratory bas been abundantly
refuted.-Brit. Med. Journal.

LANOLIN AS A BAsIs FoR OINTMENTs.-In a
preliminary note in the Russkaia 3feditzina,
No. 12, 1886, p. 207, quoted in the London
Mfedical Record, Dr. L. K. Pavlovsky, of
Kiarkov, writes that bis experiments with
Liebreich's lanolin (first in Russia) enable him
to arrive at the following conclusions: 1. Nar-
cotie extracts, when combined with lanolin, are
absorbed by the skin " quite satisfactorily,"
their pain-relieving action being obtained "with
an almost perfect certainty." The dose used
was only twice as large as that for internal use.
2. Hydrochlorate of quinine is absorbed also
very easily. This statement is based on four
cases of intermittent fever in children, where
lanolin and quinine inunctions rapidly gave the
effects desired. 3. When a lanolin ointment
with iodide of potassium is rubbed in, iodine
appears in the urine not sooner than two, four,
or six ,hours after inunctidn, while Lassar ob-
tained iodine from the'urine about tbree minutes
after f rictioni. In;ohildreni, lanolinis better j

absorbed 'than in adults. 5. Washing the skin
with-'ther' considéablýy facilitates the absorp-
tion of - lanoÏin îintments 6. In general,
lanolin is a subsfance whichl promises 7tó super-
sed all' otherï'onstituents- for ointments, and:
even incertain cases to render 'superfluous 'the
internai use cf udrugs.Brit. M a. Joumal.

CHIARA'S PORRO CASES.

The eighth operation in the general Porro
record, and the fourth of Italy, was that of
Prof. Ohiara, then attached to the Santa Cate
rina Maternity of Milan; this was in August,
1879. During bis service in that hospital he
operated five times, saving his last three cases,
and all of the five children. After bis removal
to Florence, having been appointed to a pro.
fessorship in its University, he became attached
to the Maternity in that city, and resumed bis
obstetrical labors. Here, in July, 1884, he
performed bis sixth operation, which proved
fatal from kidney disease. On January -13,
1885, lie operated for the seventh time; on
May 18, 1886, for the eighth; and on June 21,
1886, for the ninth time, the three cases being'
entirely successful. By these nine operations
six women and nine children were saved.

In a tenth case, Prof. Chiara made trial of
the method of Sänger, by which Dr. Leopold
of Dresden, had saved eight of his nine cases,
and all of the children; and was successful in'
saving mother and child. This favorable fre
sult will probably lead to the introduction; to
some extent, of the Sänger method into Italy.'

An additional Porro operation was performed
in the Maternity of Florence by Dr. E. Fasola;
assistant to Prof. Chiara, on April 19, 1886ï
Sänger's method was first tried, but was aban
doned because of a severe uterine hemorrhage,'
and the method by amputation of the uterus.
substituted for it. It is generally believed that
convalescence after the Sänger operation is more
rapid than after the Porro operation, and thi
belief is strengthened by the experience of
Prof. Ohiara's Sänger case, in which the patient
sat up for a short time on the tenth day.-
Med. News.

DIPIITHERIA AND CROUP.

-The- arguments cf the dualists have
agàin, very -clearly and forciblystated by
J. K Olemens, of Louisville, in à paperÈre
before the Medico-Ohirurgical Society of thba
city, andpublishe'd in the first number 'of P
gress 'for Syuly, 1886. The author seëms to'

think that what he regards as the error of the
uphòldérs of theiinity theory is to be explained
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by the fact that they wholly ignore the exist-
ence of a non-specific, non-contagious, idiopathic
membranous croup, and lie maintains that such
a disease does certainly exist, and that it is
perfectly distinct and distinguishable from
diphtheritic laryngitis. In support of his view
he enumerates the points of difference between
the two affections, which we reproduce in par-
aillel columns for facility of comparison.

IN DIPHTnERITIC cROUP.

A prodromal stage of
two or more days with-
ont hoarseness or cough;
more or less profound
constitutional disturb-
ance; elevated tempera-
ture, which often sub-

'sides after the first onset
of the disease, sometimes
becoming subnormal, to
rise again with the in-
vasion of the larynx and
trachea.

Mottled or irregularly
reddened fauces, often
more conspicuous on one
aide than the other.

Enlarged and painful
lymphatic glands, par-
tieularly the sub-maxil-
lary at the angle of the

Exudation on the ton-
sils in the fauces, sone-
times in the nares, on the
lips, etc.

rly appearance of
albumen'in the urine as
~a rule.

A'fetid breath of a
aweetish, muâty odor,
aimilarito that in scarla-

n addition to the

IN TRUE cRoUP.

A sudden onset, or fol-
lowing within a few
hours on exposure to
cold and wet ; little or
no constitutional disturb-
ance; elevated tempera-
ture, continuing till
amendment is estab-
lished.

Uniformly pale-red or
bright-red-never mot-
tled-appearance of the
fauces, -which are con-
spicuously free from loose
secretion.

There is never enlarge-
ment of the submaxil-
lary lymphatics.

There is no exudation
on the tonsils in the nares
or fauces, except, pos-
sibly, in rare instances
the intense inflammatory
action having extended
by sympathy of continu-
ity to the territory im-
mediately contiguous to
the entrance to the glot-
tis ; by strongly depress-
ing the tongue the upper
border ofthe membrane
may b'e seen.

Albumenis neverfound
in the urine.'

The peculiarly. fetid
breath is never prosent.

signs above enumerated

the author adds that diphtheritic croup is a

general disease of markedly asthenic character,
while true, or pseudo-membranous croup, is a
local affection of sthenic type.

The importance of this question is most cer-
tainly one which can hardly be over estimated.
For it has a bearing not only on the thera-
peutic management but upon the prognosis and
the prophylaxis as well. But, while in the
abstract an error is always wrong and t' be
avoided if possible, yet, unless the physician
can persuade himself absolutely that lie has to
do only with a local, non-contagious, memnbran-
ous laryngitis, lie would do well, in the present
state of our knowledge, to regard every case of
membranous croup as diphtheritic in character,
and to take his precautions accordingly. If
err we must, it is better to ,err on the safer
side.-Med. Record.

THE REMOVAL OF SUPERFLUOUS
HAIR BY ELECTROLYSIS.

The method which I employed was, with
some modifications, the same as that given in
a previous article. Instead of placing the sponge
electrode (+) in the patient's hand, I applied
it at the nape of the neck, and kept it there
constantly, while the electrode needle-holder
(-) had an attachment, by means of which I
could make or break the current at any moment.
I was thus enabled to get along with fewer cells
and without loss of time. The pain caused was
of no consequence whatever. The needle used
was a plain steel sewing-needle of fine quality.

Mrs. W. had for the last ten years been an-
noyed by a strong growth of hair about her chin
and upper lip. She had tried all conceivable
remedies, with the result of only increasing the
growth through the stimulation thus produced,
so that wlien she came to me for relief she had
a beard that would have done justice to a man.

It at-first:appeared almost bopeless;. but, as
she was so very auxious to bave the.growth re-,

moved, I deteriined to undertake the case.
The.estimated numberof hairs to be removed

was fifteen hundred to two thousand, but I
soon found that my estimate was,.too amall, the
number far-exceeding two thousand.

At the firstmeeting I took ot about one hun-
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dred hairs, with an average allowance of ten
seconds for each hair, and immediately after-
wards washed that part with a weak solution of
acetic acid, so as to- neutralize the alkaline
effect of the products of the (-) electrode.

On her return to the office the next day, I
found the reaction so very slight that I ventured
to take out.over three hundred hairs at one sit-
ting with equally good results. The following
days I even exceeded this number, so that in
nine sittings every objectionable hair on her
face was removed.

In not one instance did I apply the needle
twice to the same hair, and always applied it
to about fifty or more before I stopped to ex-
tract them, which is very quickly done, the hairs
after the electrolysis being perfectly loose.

After a lapse of about six weeks I found a
return of about three per cent., which, after
similar treatment, were also completely de-
stroyed, so that now, after seven months, the
face of the lady is in excellent condition.-
Jas. A. Bach, -M.D., in Therapeutic Gazette.

DELIvERY DURING HypNosIs. -A pregnant
woman, aged 26, was admitted into the obstet-
rical clinic of C. Braun, in Vienna, Dr. Pritzl,
who reports the case in the Wiener Medical
Wochschr., 1886, No. 21, says that it was acci-
dentally discovered that she could easily be
brought into a hypnotic state. The hypnotic
sleep in her case set in rapidly and had no bad
consequences of any kind. When,· therefore,
during the delivery the labor pains became very
severe, he concluded to put her into the hypnotic
state. le easily succeeded in doing so. The
labor remained vigorous, the pauses became
longer, and abdominal pressure continued to
act; at the same time the os of the uterus
dilated well, and the delivery was happily con-
cluded. The placenta was. then delivered into
the vagiha, and. remioved by the hand. - On
awakening, the ,ptient felt very strong and did,
not rereniber any pain.

A remarkable fact" was that abdominal.pres-
sure was brought about by reflex, forthe
patient being. totally uznconscious, no action of
hers ýcould have excited: the pressure. Very
little blood was lost during the delivery.-
3fed. and Sur. Reporter.

INGLUVIN.

A very learned name for a remedy is inglu-
vin. It is the essential principle of the gizzard,
and bears the same relation to poultry that
pepsin does to the higher animals. The honor
of its discovery and utilization, in its crude state,
remotely dates with the Ohiiese gastronomer,
as well as to the Caucasian chemist in its' re-
fined condition. From time immemorial the
inhabitants of the Celestial Empire bave used
the gizzard of. chickens and ducks in nearly al
made dishes. Their writers have recommended
the practice as a sovereign treatment of dys-
pepsia, weak stomach, and vomiting. A favor-
ite prescription of Chinese physicians for
chronic indigestion is to eut up and digest
chicken gizzards in hot water until they are
reduced to a pulp, and then add some spices.
A tablespoonful or two of the resulting paste is:
taken at each meal until the patient has en-
tirely recovered. From China the practice

passed to other parts of Asia, and was adopted

here and there among the Mediterranean peo-,

pies. Strange to say, it was never learned by
the great nations of Europe until the latter part,

of the present century. On the other hand, the,
organic chemists of Europe diseovered, about

1850, a powerful nitroggnous radical in the

gizzard. Experiments thereafter showed it to

possess many of the qualities of pepsin. These

experiments led tO its isolation. Numberless

experiments have proven it to be a very valu

able addition to therapeutics. When pepsin

refuses to act, and where in severe cases it has

even been rejected by the stomach, ingluvin

effected relief.rapidly and with the greatest ease.,

Prof. Roberts Bartholow, in his late work on

Materia. Medica and Therapeutics," says:ý
"lIngluvin: This is a -preparation from the

gizzard of the, domestie chicken-ventricul2 au
callous gallinaceous. Dose, gr. v.- 9 j.

Ingluvin has -the remarkable pr'opety cf a
resting certain kihds of vomiting-notabl the-
vomiting at pregnaicy. 1tis a stomachic,tome,ý

and relieves indigestion, flatulence, ancídy
pepsia.

The author's experience is -confirmatory, O.

the statenments'whieh hàve been put foth

gardirg the exceptional power of this agë t

arrest thé onmiting of pregnancy Itca
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administered in inflanmatory conditions of the
mucous membrane, as it has no irritant effect.
Under ordinary circumstances, and when the
object of its -administration is to promote the
digestive function, it should be administered
after meals. When the object is to arrest the
vomiting of pregnancy, it should be given before
meals.-Americani Analy8t.

DIETETIO FALLACIES.

1. That there is any nutriment in beef-tea
made from extracts. There is none whatever.

2. That gelatine is nutritious. It wil not
keep a cat alive. Beef-tea and gelatine, iow-
ever, possess a certain reparative power, we
know not what.

3. That an egg is equal to a pound of meat,
and that every sick person can eat them. Many,
especially those of nervous or bilious tempera-
ment, cannot eat them ; and to such, eggs are
injurious.

4. That because milk is an important article
of food it must be, forced upon a patient. Food
that a person·cannot endure will not cure.

5. That arrow-root is nutritious. It is simply
starch and water, useful as a restorative, quickly
prepared.

6. That cheese is injurious in all cases. It
is, as a rule, contra-indicated, being usually
indigestible ; but it is concentrated nutriment
and a waste repairer, and often craved.

7. That the cravings of a patient are whims
and should be denied. The stomach often
needs, craves for, and digests articles not laid
down in any ýdietary. Such are, for example,
fruit, pickles, jams, cake, ham, or bacon with
,fat,, cheese, butter, and milk.

8. That an inflexible diet may be, marked
out, îhich shall apply to. every case. Choice
f a, givenlist of ;articles allowable in a given

case must be decided by -the opinion of the
stomach. The stomach, is right- ndi theory
wrong and the judgment admits no appeal.

'diet which would keep a healthy man'
healhy might kill a sick inan; and a diet suf-
,f1ent to sustaina sick man Would hot keep a,

äWell manalive. lncreased quaniity of -food,
esp eîally of liquids, does not mèan increased

nutriment; yrather decrease; siîce the digestion
Q9

is over-taxed and weakened. Strive to give the
food in as concentrated a form as possible.
Consult the patient's stomach in preference to
his cravings; and if the stomach rejects. a cer-
tain article, do not force it.-Journal of Recon-

EGG DIET.-A patient had chronic diarrhea
of long standing and was much emaciated. The
stomach, from taking a great many nauseous
medicines (domestic practice stuff of "the-worse-
it-is the better-it-is " sort) had become so irrit-
able that the patient was in danger of starving
to death from inability to retain anything in the
way of nutriment. Al medication by the
mouth was stopped, and the invalid was put
upon a diet of raw albumen, prepared and ad-
ministered thus : The whites of six raw eggs
were beaten up in a pint of cold-water, a little
sugar and flavoring added, and -the mixture
given ad libitum, to be taken by sips during the
day. The number of eggs was gradually in-
creased until it reached fifteen or eighteen per
diema. In addition to this diet the colon was
filled once a day by means of a gravity inject-
ing apparatus, with a solution of carbolic acid
(1 part of meglicinal acid to 720 parts of water),
which was allowed to escape iimediately, no
effort been made to retain it. The first two
injections caused s'ubsequent griping and tenes-
mus, which were relieved by rectal injections
of laudanum and starch water. The patient
commenced to improve on the third day, and is
now (five weeks later) entirely recovered, having
gained 16 pounds in weight in this time. A
curious feature is that the insipid albuminous
drink, commenced from necessity,- is continued
from choice, the patient having become quite
fond -of it.-Journal of Reconstrmtives.

SoUn' MitN -IN AToNiC DYsPEPsiA. -This
seems like a novel remedy, yet Dr. W. O'Neill
tells us in the Lancet, Aùgust 29, that he-has

2found sour milk a good remedy in maníy Wases
of> atonic dyspepsia,, or, at àll events, it is a
good adjuvant in the treatment:of slowdiges-
tion where flatulence and -a sensation of'cramp
in the stomach are prominent symptms. 'The

Si3
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good effects of sour milk were casually dis-
covered by him some months ago, and since
then lie has prescribed it with satisfactory re.
sults in many ,cases of indigestion. If the
curd of the milk should disagree with the
patient it should ie strained off, and the whey
can then be given, or taken a short time after
meals, warm. A gentleman who suffered much
from flatulence and other disagreeable symp-
toms after meals, can now keep himself free
from them by drinking, half an hour or so after
eating, a tumblerful or half a tumblerful of
ordinary cold sour milk, which to him is a most
agreeable beverage. He believes the efficacy of
sour milk in atonie indigestion is owing in a
great ,measure to the lactic acid which it con-
tains, which acid some physiologists say is one
of the ingredients of the gastric fluid.-Medical
and Surgical Reporter.

A METHOD OF CLOSING WIDELY-GAPING
WoUNDs.-Ierbert Snow writes as follows in
the British Medical Journal: I first insert
three or four silk interrupted sutures, making
the needle enter and emerge from the skin at a
long distance froma the wound (three inches or
more), and tie these as tightly as possible; the
fist twist of the cord being held by an
assistant with dissecting forcèps until the knot
is completed. I then introduce a similar row
of shorter ones, making the needle enter and
emerge at about two inches distance from the
wound; and then a third series, still shorter.
By this time, the edges of the skin-incision are
brought so closely together '(in all but very
extreme cases) that- a continuous horsehair
suture will serve to unite the whole length of
the wound. The first and second rows of long
sutures are noy removed,,having become flaccidý,
and uselessibt a feWof the thirdare retained'
where tb re is very :arked tension, for the
firstforty-eight hiours--no longer. .By this
mean,- it is often possibleto procure union by
~irst intent;ion in;a und which- would other-
wise 'take mionths to heal by granulation. It
nde lyarly be' added - that careful -suppot
afterward bysantiseptióî strapping, will greatly
promote a successful result.

SUBSTITUTE FOR THE IEAR-sYRINGE.-A rub-
ber tube is used and the discharge sucked into
a central glass portion.

CICATRICES oP THE FAcE-Let the cicatrix
be eut clean off, and the dressing applied every
day -of perchloride of iron, 3i; collodion, 3ij.
A barely perceptible line is left.

Iodine in one minim doses of the tinct.
checks the vômiting of cholera. Dr. Senie
regards it as a certain prophylactic, combined
with 2 to 4 minims of laudanum.

FOR IODOL GAUZE.-R Iodol 1 part, resin
1 part, glycerine 1 part, alcohol 1(0 parts.
Iodol is inodorous and non-4oxic..-Journal de
Méd. de Paris.

TASTELEss TURPENTINE.
e Syr. orange.............. 25 parts,

Ether sulph..............5 "
Turpântine...............8 "

W ater.. ............... 62

DIFFERENT PREPARATIONS oF THALLIN IN
ENTERIC FEVER. - Dr. Mayrhofer, during an
epidemic of enteric fever, occurring in a Bpva-
rian regiment,, employed thallin in three differ-
ent forms, namely, the sulphate, the tannate,
and the tartra'e, and obtained highly satisfac.
tory results from them all. He gave the drug
according to Ehrlich's continuous system, the
doses being generally 0-2 gramme, repeated
when the temperature rose. From 1.0 to 2.0
grammes were given per diem. The total quan-
tity required varied from 8 grammes in mild
cases to 26 ,grammÈes in severe cases. with re-
lapses.: 'After taking he medicine, a profuse

perspiration occurred, hich invariably appeared
to improve the' .patient's condition. No un
'pleasanteffects were eyer .observed. TherE
were altogether eighty-eglt cases, of ,which
three (that is, 3.4 per cent.) diep. It wa;not
possible to say that one. of' the tliree prepara.
,tionsa presented any màrked differencesing
action fromthe other two.-:-Brit.:'Med.l d
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SALICYLATED GELATINE FOR -ECZEMA.-

R Acid Salicylie.............. 10
Gelatine .................. 30
Glycerine ....... .......... 10
W ater.................... 30

Dissolve by heat.-Journal de MJéd. de Paris.

PARALDEYDE.-SUmm er (Neurol. Central)
states that paraldehyde must be given cau-
tiously in alcoholics, as it causes cerebral con-
gestions and phenomena of vaso-motor par-
alysis. He has noticed a profuse scarlatiniform
erythema as a result of taking 4 grammes in
6 days.-Bull de Therap.

PRURITUS ANI.-This is readily controlled
according to M. Gaellety (Bulletin de Therap.)
by tepid lavements with one per cent. solution
of borie acid, compresses of starch water and
oxide of zinc ointment (one part of oxide to five
of vaseline). If very severe a pledget of cotton
soaked in cocaine solution may be used.

IURETHAN AS AN ANTIDOTE TO STRYCHNINE.-
Some interesting experiments have recently
been made by Professor Coze on the physio-
logical effects of urethan. It was clearly shown
that in frogs the urethan had an antagonistic
effect to strychnine, and it is probable that it
may be found of service in strychnine poisoning
and in tetanus.

Fon TooTHACE.-Spermaceti or white wax
2 parts, chloral 2 parts, carbolic acid 1 part.
Melt the wax, and add the chloral and carbolic
acid while stirring. Dip pieces of wadding in
the mixture while fluid. They become solid
on cooling. When used these are warmed and
placed in the hollow tooth.-Journal de iIféd.
de Paris.

SWEATING FEET.-For three days bathe the
feet for half an hour at a time, morning and
evening, in tar water. At the end of the
third day the pediluvia are omitted, and the
soles of the feet are painted once a day with
perchloride of iron. After four days more the
epidermis is dry and hard. Complete cure has
followed this simple treatment.

AYERS' CC.MPOUND SARSAPARILLA.

Fluid ext. sarzæ ..........
" " stillingia........
" " yellow dock......
" " May apple......

Sugar ..................
Potass iodidei ...........
Iron iodide ..............

3 ounces.
3 "
2"
2"

90 grains

PoISONING BY CORROSIVE SUBLIMATE.-Dr.
Muller, of Berne, reports a case of carcinoma of
the uterus for wvhich hysterectomy was per-
formed and a lotion of 1 in 4,000 of perchloride
used in dressing the wound, the sponge being
dipped in 1 in 2,000. Two days later album-
inuria and diarrhoa with bloody stools set in.
Death ensued on the third day, and there were
ulcerations found in the colon.

SUBPREPUTIAL MEDICATION.-Dr. Taylor uses
this method in obstinate gonorrhoeal and ure-
thral inflammations, and claims that all pain is
at once relieved thereby. He rubs up mor-
phine and cocaine in lanolin and inserts under
the prepruce after thorough cleaning. From 1
to 1 grain of cocaine may be applied at one
time. Even in inflammation of the bladder it
is beneficial.-Courier Record.

Lupus ENYTHEMATOSU.-BrOcq (Journal de
Med. de Paris) reports a number of cases suc-
cessfully treated by a paste of equal parts of
white vinegar and yolk of egg. The mixture,
after standing twenty-four hours, is pencilled
on every second, third, or fourth evening. An
energetic method is to apply a paste of vinegar
and hard boilec yolk of egg, leaving it on all
night, and in the morning washing with black

soap.

AiNTIPYIN In E Y E DIsESs (Katzasurow).

-The author has obtained extraordinary bene-

fits from antipyrin in cases of headache from

eye troubles. In 14 cases, 1 gramme sufficed
to give complete relief. In 13 cases a second

dose was required. In 2 cases (neuritis optica

et scleritis), a third dose was needed. In head-

aches that follow cataract extraction, antipyrin

is especially- serviceable.-Bulletin . Cen. de
Therap.
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TRACHEOTOMY IN DIPHTHERIA. -In cases

where tracheotomy. is to be performed, Gaillard
recommended the ordinary trocar and canula,
Functuring with a quick thrust and semi-rota-
tion and moderate and equable pressure. Hæ-
morrhage'is avoided. .Another good' plan is to
use an ordinary triangular pointed lancet
heated to white heat. The wound is not so apt
to be covered with false membrane, and the
patient being in a semi-asphixiated state, as a
rule, little pain -is felt.-Dr. Watt, in Danie's
Medical Journal.

OLEATE OF MERCURY AND MORPIA.-Dr. J.
H. Claiborne, of Petersburg, Va., recommends
this as a capital remedy in acute glandular
inflammation and phlegmonous inflammation
threatening carbuncle. He has also used it
together with constitutional treatment as indi-
cated in carbuncle itself, and reports encourag-
ing results in two cases; pain immediately
diminished and soon vanished, and recovery
was rapid and complete. No cutting-no car-
bolic acid-no caustic potash. Equally good
results occurred in bubo; adenitis in children,
acute or chronic, the result of local irritation,
the sequel of scarlatina, or the concomitant of
diphtheria.-Gaillard's Journal.

RESORCINE IN THE TREATMENT OF EPITHE-
LIOML-Dr. Rubino Antonio reports a case of
epithelioma developed on the side of the nose.
The tumor was. the size of a pea, but seemed
adherent to the bone, and was surrounded by
an inflamed zone of considerable size, the skin
being to a great extent involved. An opera-
tion not being thought advisable, Rubino de-
cided to employ resorcine. The tumor was
washed twice a day with permanganate and an
ointment applied composed of fifteen parts of
resorcine to twenty of vaseline. Suppuration
ceased almost immediately, the tumor dimin-
ishied little by little, and at the end of five
months there was only a small white circular
scar visible.-Journal de Med. de Paris.

LAÂROTOMY PERFORL1ELi UNDER COCAINE.-
At the stated meeting-of the Clinical Society
of Maryland, June 4th, Dr. L. McLane Tiffany
reported a case of laparotomy performed under

cocaine. He eut off the circulation from the
line proposed for incision by pressing upon the
abdomen a wire pefsary covered with rubber
and bent in the shape of a long narrow rec-
tangle. .He then injected along the line 30
minims of a 4 per cent. solution of cocaine.
The incision when made was painless until it
was extended beyond the line of injection of
the salt, when the patient complained of pain.
An aniputation of the penis was made in the
same manner without pain, the organ being
constricted at its proximal end.-Maryland
Medical Journal.

CoCAINE.-l. M. Wenis reports a case of
burn on the face, horribly painful; nothing
seemed to give relief until cocaine muriate in
solution was applied, and the pain at once
ceased.

2. Hacker used a 50 per cent. solution with
great benefit in erysipelas of the face. The
vehicle preferred was palm oil or cold cream.

3. In hiccough, Dr. Campardor used hypo-
dermic injections of 1p-u gr. in a case of typhoid
with very obstinate hiccough.

4. M. Labric obtained good results in per-
tussis by applying a 5 per cent, solution to the
throat and parts adjacent.

5. M. Paul Bert has injected the bulla of
blisters and produced complete anæsthesia of
the denuded surfaces.-Journal de Méd. de
Paris.

TREATMENT OF BLENORRHAGIA.-No. I. Dr.
Awssicidjiski has treated forty cases of blenorr-
hagia in the following manner:-During three or
four days he administered 5 grammes (75 grs.)
of salicylate of soda dissolved in 180 grammes
of infusion of linseed, and ordered warm sitz
baths. As soon as the burning sensation had
disappeared he prescribed injections of borie
acid 2 per cent. to the number of 4 to 6 daily
for four days. Finally he ended by sublimate
injections of 1 in 6,000 until a cure was
established.-Journal de Med. de Paris.

No. I. Take three good lemons, neither too

green or too ripe, freshly gathered, cut themn in
small pieces with their skins, and place them in
an earthen jar; add 300 grammes (9Î oz.) of"
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water, and heat slowly until reduced to 100
grammes. Express and use the liquid as an
injection three or four times a day. The
results reported are very positive, though the
trials were but few in number.-esperidees,
in Jour. de Med. de Paris.

SCALD OF TUE THRoAT.-Dr. Whittie brought
before an English Medical Society a child aged
two years, treated by large doses of calomel for
scald of the throat, caused by drinking boiling
water from a teapot, causing the lips and fauces
to be swollen and blistered; there was a hard
cough, urgent dyspna, puise 120, and general
signs of collapse; tracheotomy was thought pro-
bable. After a mustard bath and fomentations,
he was placed in a steam tent and one grain of
calomel ordered every hour until green motions
occurred. From one a.m. he took the powders
all night without sickness or diarrha, but with-
out relief. Pulse a.m. 124, temp. 100.8. Two
grains of puly. rhei. were given and the calo-
mel continued till 12.30 a.m., when 41 grains
had been given, and a green, slimy stool was
passed. The breathing was improved. No
swelling of the gums. Milk and vater now
could be swallowed. Calomel was stopped.
Improvement began, and in five days bread and
butter could be taken. Recovery followed.
Dr. Bevan, of Dublin, had treated four cases
successfully, giving 50 to 60 grains of calomel.
Green stools may be expected in froma eight to
twenty-six hours from the first dose.-Quart.
Compend.

DovER's POWDER AND ITS MODIFICATIoNs.-
If I could envy any one, as a therapeutist, it

would be the old physician who originally had
the happy thought of blending astringent opium
with relaxant ipecacuanha, and both with a
diure4ic and-laxative. I suspect that Dover's
name; though so little is knownof the rmah
hiiself, is-more frequently quoted than thht of
any ,other plhysician. This by the way; that
:vhich I iave in my mind is to suggest thatýit
is often very good practice to modify Dover's
Poyder by combining the one grain of opium

dthe 'nê sýgrain of ipecaéu:nba with other

saies i s oulphate.a of nitas potassaahesrue
Doer's powders contain. nitrate of potassa'asl

well as sulphate, four grains of the nitrate to
four of the sulphate, and it often seems to me
reasonable to revert to this form, the nitrate of
potassa being, in small doses, a.good diuretie.
I also very often venture to prescribe the powder
with other modifications of the saline part, and
with advantage. In acute rheumatic fever I
usually substitute sodium salicylate for the
potash salt; in gout, bicarbonate of soda; in
remittent febrile cases, two grains of quinine
with five of sodium salicylate; and in tousillitis
and other febrile throat affections, chlorate of
potassa. It would surely be worth the time
and skill of one of our scientific pharmaceutical
brethren to prepare and bring out a series of
Dover's powders in these modified forms."--

DR. B. W. RICHARDSoN, in The Asclepiad.-.
M1edical News.

MASKING QjININE. - Various means have
been recommended for'disguising or concealing
the intense bitterness of quinine, which renders
it always so difficult of administration to chil-
dren and many adults as well. While the com-
pound elixir of taraxacum and compound elixir
of licorice serve a tolerably good purpose if
freshly mixed with the quinine before adminis-
tration, they have never proven entirely satis-
factory.

Prof. Hugo Engel (Med. and Surg. Reporter,
Feb. 27) has recently discovered by what may
be called a fortunate accident, that a combina-
tion of muriate of ammonia with powdered
extract of licorice gives the most perfect disguise
for the bitterness of quinine that has yet been
found. He suggests the following formula:

1W. Quinie sulphatis,
Ammoni muriatis ...... aa gr. j.
Pulv. ext. glycyrrhize ....... gr. iv.

M. Ft. Pulvis.
For larger doses it is not «foundý nécessary, to

increase thélicorice and the muriate-of arumonia
in tie sanme, proportion with the quinine, ten
gi'ais' each of dh'e licorice and ýthe: ammniiia
serving to covèr ten-grains'of quinine.

,Thea mmonias muriatef and the licorice must
be kept finely powdered, and intimately mixed
in :dry WaÎm place.

Jlri2preparing for use, a small quantity of
watershould be added first and-a paste made,
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else the licorice will form little balls and swim
upon the water, and will then be mixýed with
difficulty. As soon as all is thoro.ghly mixed
ta the consistency of Éyrup, the remainder of
the water should be added, about balf a
tumblerful for twenty grains of the muriate of
ammonia.

It is not stated whether this mixture will
form a permanent disguise in mixtures to be
prepared by the druggist, or must be prepared
extemporaneously by patient at time of taking
the medicine.-St. Louis Courier of Medicine.

THE

Canadian Practitioner.
(FORMERLY JOURNAL OF MEDICAL SCIENCE.)

To SUBseniBEns.- TOSe in arrears are requested to send
dues to Dr. Adam Wright, 20 Gerrard St. East.

TORONTO, SEPTEMBER, 1886.

Eýir We would call the attention of our
readers to the Report of the Dominion Medical
Association which appears in full in this number
of the PRACTITIONER; also to the Address of
the President, Dr. Holmes. These articles
have increased our pages from thirty-two to
forty, thus more than compensating for the few
days' delay in issuing.

THE DOMINION MEDICAL ASSOCIA-
- TION.

A report of the proceedings of the above
Association will be found in another part of
this Journal. The meeting in Quebec was a
small one, but the amount and character of the
work done was quite equal to that of former
occasions. The address of the President was
one of great ability. It contained many excel-
lient suggestions. We hope that our readers
will give it a careful perusal. It seemed ta be
the opinion of many mermbers that in order to
have the future meetings .of the Association
large and successful they must be held in two
or three of the larger cities of Ontario, and in
Montreal.

A noticeable feature of this, as well as former
meetings, is the absence of the older men of

the profession. We do not see why this should
be peculiar ta medical meetings of this country.
Do the.physicians die in early life, or do they
lose interest in their profession as they become
older i We are inclined ta believe the latter
ta be the case. If many of those older men
knew how much their presence at these meet
ings would be appreciated by the younger men,
and how much their absence is deplored, they
would make greater efforts ta attend. We
must not forget the notable exceptions ta the
rule-Drs. Howard and Fenwick, of Montreal;
Drs. Workman, Covernton, and Canniff, of
Toronto; Dr. McDonald, of Hamilton, Dr.
Grant, of Ottawa, and a few others, have
always had the interests of the Association at
heart, and have actively participated in its
deliberations.

Among those present were the following
American visitors :-Dr. Ainsworth, U. S.
Army; Drs. Carrier, Lafferty, and Imrie, of
Detroit; Dr. Foster, Portland; Dr. Sherman,
Ogdensburg; Dr. Potter, Buffalo, and Dr.
Broughton, New York.

We feel assured that the medical men who
came ta this meeting were richly repaid, not
only in attending'the sessions, but also in visit-
ing the varions points of interest around the
beautiful and ancient City of Quebec.

The members of the Profession in Quebec
did not take much interest in the meeting.
There was, however, one exception in the case
of Dr. Russell, ta whom the members of the
association are especially indebted for his untir-
ing efforts ta make the meeting a success.

The next place of meeting is Hamilton. We
sincerely hope that a united effort will b
made ta make it larger and more successful
than any which have preceded it.

THE BRITISH MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.

The fifty-fourth meeting of this greatest of
all Medical Associations was held at Brighton,
England, August 10th ta 13th, and was in no
sense inferior ta any of its predecessors. E
number of eminent physicians from Canada
and the United ,States were present, and took
a prominent part in the proceedings. It will
be.remembered that thelate Dr. Austin Flint,S
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sen., of New York, was invited to read the
address on Medicine. After his deatb, Dr.
John S. Billings, of Washington, was asked to
take the place of Dr. Flint. le at once con-
sented, and on the second day of the meeting
delivered his address on "Medicine in the'
United States, and its Relations to Co-operative
Investigation," which was well worthy of its
distinguished author.

.Among those who read papers were Drs.
Lusk and Emmet, of New York, and Dr. Shoe-
maker, of Philadelphia. Dr. Davis, of Chicago,
Dr. Billings, of Chicago, Dr. Grant, of Ottawa,
and Dr. Hingston, of Montreal, were elected
honorary members. Among others whose
naines appear in the reports were Dr. Brodie,
of Detroit, Dr. Wilson, of Baltimore, and Drs.
Gill Wylie and Hlauks, of New York.

Dr. Davis, as President of the International
Medical Congress, to be held next year at
Washington, was well received, and extended a
cordial invitation to the members of the
British Medical Association to attend the
Congress.

THE PROPHYLAXIS OF PHTHISIS.

Notwithstanding the recent discoveries made
in the etiology of phthisis, very little progress
has been shovn in the successful treatment of
this distressing malady. It is the painful
experience of physicians to watch cases, from
the earliest signs of consolidation in the apex,
through their gradual downward course to a
fatal termination. Occasionally the disease is
checked for some years, and more rarely quite
cured. The general experience, however, is a
sad one, and the result can too often be cer-
tainly prognosticated from the beginning. The
'manner in which the disease can be pre.
vented becomes, therefore, a question of vital"
importance. We must, in the first place, in-
quire whateclasses of pérsons are p'redlisposed to
the affection'. These mày be divided 'into two
Clasès-first, those who bèlong 'to faumilies in
which there .is a -hereditary taint. -It has been
estixated that in, about fifty per cent. of the
cases there is a hereditary predisposition to the
disease. We bave here, then, a clasà of easès,
in*homwe may employ all the means at our'

command to prevent the development of the
disease.

It is of great importance to begin this mea-
sure of prophylaxis in childhood. They should
be, if possible, put under the most approved
dietetic and hygienic conditions. " A healthy
dwelling, on a dry soi, and with spacious sleep-
ing apartments, perfect cleanliness, efficient
ventilation, abundance of sunshine and -fresh
air, a life of vigorous activity, and a liberal and
varied dietary, these seem to be essential con-
ditions." Iow often do we see the first of these
injunctions disregarded. In this country par.
ticularly, houses are often built in hollow, damp
places, so that they may be protected from the
cold winds during the winter. We have seen
as many as six persons, members of the saine
family, die of phthisis in a house of this kind.
When houses are better situated, how careless
people often are about the condition of the
basement! INo house is quite healthy in this
respect unless the soil is excavated under the
whole house, and the floor cemented and
thoroughly drained.

Another means of prophylaxis, and one which
is most frequently disregarded, is the separation,
as far as possible, of diseased from -healthy
members of the family. We are confident that
phthisis is a contagious disease, and may be
communicated from one to another. The
degrée of separation required is *not of such a
character as to distress the one affected. The
patient should sleep in an apartment by him-
self, and when it is necessary that he should be
waited, on, some nurse outside of the family
should, if possible, be procured, one in whom
there is no hereditary tendency to the disease.
Residence among the mountains and sea
voyages may be of benefit to those who can
afford them.

The second class'of eses'are those who have
shownpreionitory- signs of:the diâease.- lUxfor-
tunately in most cases there are no , definite
signiuxitil tir disease has become seated. The

>premaonitory symptoms vary-in age as follois-
hæemoptysis, sùdden' and-unaccountable failure
of appetite,g ith deranigement of hie digestive
organs and maikedifailureof strength. When
theàe corditions occuÉrin uembérs of a'tainted
aniiy, lthë niô activ prophylactic means

shiould at onebeé adopted.
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THE BRITISH MEDICAL ACT.

A perusal of the full text of the British
Medical Act leaves no doubt about the matters
to which we referred in our last issue. We
find the following in clause 6: " On and after
the appointed day a registered medical prac-
titioner shall, save as in this Act mentioned,
be entitled to practice medicine, surgery, and
midwifery in the United Kingdom, and (sgub-
ject to any local law) in any other' part of Her
Majesty's dominions, etc."

Among the definitions we find:
" The expression 'local law ' means an Act

or Ordinance passed by the Legislature of a
British possession."

" The expression 'British possession ' means
any part of Her Majesty's dominions exclusive
of the United Kingdom."

" The expression 1 the appointed day' means
the first of June, one thousand eight hundred
and eighty-seven, or such other day in June,
one thousand eight hundred and eighty-seven,
as may be appointed by the Privy Council."

It will follow that the Ontario Medical
Council, through the powers conferred on it by
the Provincial Legislature, will have sole con-
trol of the registrations of medical practitioners
after June of 1887. Graduates of Canadian
Universities who pass any of the examinations
of Great Britain and become registered as prac-
titioners of Great Britain on or before that
date, June lst, 1887, will be entitled to regis-
tration in Ontario ; while all registered in
Great Britain after that date will have to con-
form with the regulatiors of the Council if they
wish to practice in Ontario, i.e., they will be
compelled to pass the examinations of the
CounciL

THE AMERICAN PUBLIC HEALTH
ASSOCIATION.

The meetini of. this Association, which 'will
be in session: as -our iext ,number is published,
means soinething ýmore, than a~ mere visit of-

pleasure frontia -number of ladies and-gentle,,
mén from across the'.border. .Itis a recognition
of the"work done, andd the"plàce taken by'our
Proviioe in the regulation of public health
and itis a great, complimont to. Toror. The,
meeting will be the fourteenth Annual Meet-,

ing of the Association. Its annual volume of
proceedings is the record of its vitality; its
papers the best index of the quality of mental
power among its members, and their power of
grasping the vital questions of our every-day
life and health.

We, as physicians, and the daily combatants
of disease, are more especially interested in the
work of the Association than any other class
of our citizens. Our brethren on the other
side always extend to us fraternal greetings on
occasions of intercourse with them: we ask
the profession here to -welcome with cordiality
those distinguished personages, professional and
non-professional, who may come amongst us in
October. We hope that the visit may not be
barren-that an increase of membership may
be obtained in Canada. Dr. Canniff, our en-
ergetic health-officer, is the Local Secretary,
and can supply all information about member-
ship.

GENERAL MEDICAL COUNCIL OF.
GREAT BRITAIN.

According to the recent Medical Act the
General Council will control medical matters in
Great Britain. It holds a position somewhat
similar to that of the Medical Council of
Ontario, and it will therefore be interesting to
compare the composition and powers of the.two
bodies.

ln Great Britain the Council will consist of
thirty members, of whom twenty will be chosen
by the universitie' and corporations, five will
be appointed by the Crown, and five -will be
elected by the .practitioners of the United
Kingdom-viz., three by those in England, and
one oach by those in Ireland and Scotlard.
The universities and corporations will thus
have the controlling power, and the corpora-
tions will still beable te grant their cheap
diplomai-to all candidates, including the poor
and needy. It will be the duty of the Council
to securè a proper standard at all examinations,
and with thatend in view inspectors .will he
appointed to attend such examinations w en

rèquired. lt fremains :to,be seen what good
will be accormplished by suchinspections.

Maiy in Greàt Britain were anxious to see a

central Examining Board instituted, suchas we.
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have in Ontario ; but the opposition on the
part of the universities and corporations was
too strong to be overcome. It is hoped, how-
ever, that the powers granted to the General
Council, which will enable it to insist on a fair
standard at all examinations, will be productive
of much good in the interests of higher educa-
tion. It is well known that there is much
room for improvement in this respect.

The Council of the College of Physicians and
Surgeons of Ontario is composed of twenty-
seven members: viz., twelve territorial, ten
collegiate, and five homoopathic representatives.
This arrangement prevents the collegiates f rom
having a controlling voice in any legislation on
the part of the Council. There bas been some
disposition to complain about the large number
of the go-called school-men, and a desire
expressed to increase the number of men from
the territories. The most radical among the
members of the general profession in Great
Britain would be thoroughly satisfied with
such an arrangement as we have, but their pros-
pect of getting it appears almost hopeless. Un-
der the circumstances there is little occasion for
complaints in Ontario, especially as the school-
men have never united to prevent any advances
in medical education in the Province.

______ g of WUtdÎid Søiti

THE DOMINION MEDICAL ASSO-
CIATION.

The nineteenth annual
Dominion Association took
University, Quebec, on the
August.

At the

meeting of the
place in Laval

18th and 19th of

MORNING SESSION OF WEDNESDAY,

Da Sullivan, of Kingston, a past-president of
the Association, took the chair.

The retiirig president, Dr. Osler, of Phila-
delphia, -w as unavoidably absent.

1Dr Sullivan, in a short address, còmpli-
mented the Association on holding its nine-
teenth meeting in the ancient city of Quebec,
theplace iniwhich it was orginized. Among
heo enat national improvements which had

beiade'since the organization of the Asso.,

ciation, he mentioned the Canada Pacific Rail-
way.

REPORTS PROM THE VARIOUS COMMITTEES

were then called for, but none were given except
that of the Chairman of the Committee on
Obstetrics-Dr. McKay.

In a short paper the doctor touched upon the
various improvements made in gynScological
surgery, and gave briefly the opinions at pi-esent
held by obstetricians in the treatment of some
of the more serious complications of labor.

Dr. Campbell, of Montreal, in moving a vote
of thanks to Dr. McKay, took occasion to say
that many members of the various committees
were not notified of their membership-a fact
which accounted for the absence of reports.

Dr. Graham, of Toronto, in seconding Dr.
Campbell's resolution, suggested that a different
arrangement might be made; that the chair-
man of each committee should select a definite
subject for discussion which should be intro-
duced by him, and that the members of his
committee should assist. In this way the most
interesting form of discussion might be intro-
duced.

The following gentlemen, guests from the
United States, were then introduced : Dr. Sher-
man, Ogdensburg, delegate from New York
State Medical Society; Dr. Carrier, junior, of
Detroit, and Dr. Dawson, of Cincinnati.

Dr. Sherman then addressed the Association.
He spoke of there being no dividing line be-
tween the two countries in matters of science,
and gave as a proof of this the fact that Dr.
Billings, of Washington, had given the ad-
dress on medicine before the British Medical
Association.

The Association then adjourned and the
members, at the invitation of the authorities of
Lavai Univereity, made a tour ithrough the
varlous museums, picture gallery, library, etc.,
The visit was very mach enjoyed.

THE AFTERNOON SESSION

commenced at two .o'clock-Dr. Holmes, the
president7elect, in the chair.

In the absence of Dr. Yeomans, of Mount
orest, chairman, of the Committee on Public

Health, the. chairman called on Dr. Cassidyto
read the report on that subject.
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Dr. Cassidy, in his report, referred particu-
larly to the question of quarantine, and to the
regulations recently made by the Dominion
Government, The writer concurred in the
regulations made, but thought some of them
should be more stringent.

It was moved by Dr. Eccles, seconded by Dr.
Clark, that the Canadian Medical Association,
at the *annual meeting convened at Quebec,
view with pleasure the action taken by the
Dominion Government in the issue of the quar-
antine regulations which have been put in force
during the present month. We consider this
prompt action to be of great importance to the
general public, and moreover that, when intel-
ligently applied, the regulations are calculated
to conserve the best interests of 'the trade
and commerce of the Dominion.

' THE PRESIDENT THEN READ HIS ADDRESS,

which was of more than ordinary merit, and
which was well received by the Association. It
appears in full in this number of the PRAC-

TITIONER.

Dr. Howard, in moving a vote of thanks to
the president for his address, spoke of the
preliminary education of medical students.
le thought that the tendency at present was
to make it broad and superficial, and that in
some respects it might be better to go back to
the old system of requiring a deeper and more
thorough knowledge of the subjects prescribed.
Hle was in favor of making an Arts' course
compulsory.

Dr. Sullivan, in seconding the vote of tbanks,
differed from Dr. Howard in the necessity for a
compulsory Arts' course. He did not find that
Arts' graduates made better students or prac-
titioners than those who had not taken a
university course. He thought, also, that the
emoluments of the profession were net so great
as to warrant the taking of such a prolonged
and severe course. The Association then
divided into sections.

-MEDICAL SECTION.

In the Medical section Dr. Canniff, of
Toronto, was appointed chairman, and Dr.
Jennër, of Picton, secretary.

Dr. Daniel Clark then read a paper on

THE MEDICAL JURISPRUDENCE OF CRIME AND

RESPONSIBILITY.

The writer stated that the legal profession
was governed by precedent, whereas the views
of the medical men were constantly advancing
with the increase of our knowledge of brain
pathology. For this reason, the views of
the two professions on the subjects of crime
and responsibility are now much at variance.

The writer drew the following conclusions:
(1.) The natural history of crime shows that

brains of chronic criminals deviate from the
normal type, and approach those of the lower
creation.

(2.) That many such cases are impotênt to
restrain themselves from crime as are the
insane.

(3.) That the moral sense may be hidden
from expediency by the cunning seen even in
the brutes until evoked by circumstances,

(4.) No man can make himself free from the
physical surroundings in which he is placed.

(5.) Crime is an ethical subject of study out-
side of its penal relations.

(6.) Insanity and responsibility may co-exist.
(7.) Some insane people can make compe-

tent wills because rational.
(8.) The monomaniac may be responsible

should he do acts not in the line of delusion,
and which are not influenced thereby.

(9.) Many insane are influenced in their con-
duct by hopes of reward or fear of punishment,
in the same way as the sane.

(10.) Many insane have correct ideas in re-
spect to right and wrong both in abstract and
concrete.

(11.) Many insane have power to withstand
being influenced even by their delusions.

Dr. Sherman, of Ogdensburg, spoke in the
most complimentary terms of the paper. He
thought that if the principles enunciated wèer
thoroughly understood and carried out by the'
legal and medical profession, as well as by'the
iaity it would be to the great advantage of the
human race.

Dr. Howard thought that no »two opinions
existed among medical men with regard to
these matters, and regretted that the legal pro-
féssion could Iot take the same view.
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Dr. Sullivan was of opinion that exact rules
for diagnosis should be laid down for general
practitioners, and wished to know if general
practitioners should presume to give evidence
in courts in cases of insanity.

Dr. Clark, in reply, stated that no man should
hastily give an opinion on obscure cases of in-
sanity. Certain forms of insanity may be diag-
nosed by the general practitioner. There are
cases in which even experts can scarcely come
to a conclusion. Now that students receive
lectures on insanity, the profession will shortly
be in a better position to give opinions on these
matters.

Dr. Dupuis then read a very interesting
paper on

DIABETES MELLITUS.

He went over the Canadian mortality statistics,
showing that diabetes exists to a mucli greater
extent in rural districts than in cities, and is
more frequently found in men than in women.
The writer related several cases which had
occurred in his own practice, and concluded that
the best treatment was strict attention to diet
and the administration of 0:emen's solution of
arseuite of bromine.

Dr. Ross spoke of the importance of distin-
guishing between simple glycosuria and true
diabetes.

Dr. Graham thought that it was necessary
to make three clinical divisions, temporary gly-
cosuria, mild, and severe diabetes. The mild
form was amenable to treatment, whereas the
severe form was not.

Dr. Campbell, of Montreal, related two cases
of temporary glycosuria, one of which occurred in
the case of a merchant, in whom sugar appeared
in the urine when he indulged in much saccha-
rine food. The other case was that of a phy-
sician who had temporary glycosuria after a
stormy sea voyage.

Dr. Holmes had found the solution of ar-
senite of bromine of the greatest service in the
treatment of diabetes.

Dr. Jenner, cf Picton, then read an excellent
paper oh

ALIMENTATION IN SICKNESS.

[:1e first spoke of the importance of alimentation
'and iygiene, both in health and disease. BRe
ihen stated that in many cases medicine was

not needed so much as strict attention to diet
and general regime. He related some such
cases which had occurred in his own practice.

Dr. Dupuis spoke of the difficulty of carry-
ing out hygienic rules in country houses, as
many had a prejudice against fresh air and sun-
light for sick people.

Dr. Eccles agreed with the opinions expressed
in this paper. He instanced the prejudice
many people bad against suppers. He thought
that in most cases liglit suppers promoted
health, and prevented sleeplessness.

Dr. Howard spoke in highly complimentary
terms of the paper, and thought the reader had
accomplished a great deal when he was able to
persuade such people and their friends that in
their cases medicines were of secondary impor-
tance.

Dr. Campbell, of Montreal, did not agree
with the writer when he stated that the subject
of dietetics was not taught in Canadian schools.
In Montreal, at any rate, great importance was
given to this branch.

The section met in the evening at 8 o'clock.
Dr. Playter read a paper on

VITAL STATIsTICS.

He first gave the history of the origin of
mortality statistics in England, and of the high
state of efficiency found in that branch of the
serviçe to-day. He urged the necessity for the
establishment of a bureau for statistics in this

country, and stated that he would, at another
time, move for the appointment of a committee
to petition the Government with regard to the
matter.

Dr. Graham then read a paper on

CONTAGIOUS PNEUMONIA.

which will be published in a future number.
Dr. Howard had not met with a single case

of, contagious pneumonia. He believed that
snch rare'cases must be of a different character
from tlhose of ordinary lobar pneumonia. He
did not think that the relationship which exists

between bacteria and the pneumonic disease had

yet been clearly made out.
Dr. Ross was also of opinion that such cases

were rare, and formed a distinct diseàse.
Dr. Fostei, of Portland, related thhistory

.of two epidemies of pneumonia which had
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occurred in that city. In one, which was quite
extensive, the cause was found in the impure
water from a well which was used by the
families in which the disease appeared. The
well was found to have almost direct connection
with the drain from a number of outside water-
closets. The other epidemic occurred in a home
for orphans. In the Brst epidemic the con-
solidation appeared invariably in the left apex,
whereasin the latter it occurred in the rightside.
Al of the cases presented symptoms similar to
those given in the paper.

Dr. Cassidy related instances of epidemic
pneumonia, and had met with one instance
of it.

Dr. Graham, in reply, stated that he believed
in the unity of lobar pneumonia. He thought
this view was confirmed by investigations into
the parasitic nature .of the disease. He was
also of opinion that the soil upon which bac-
teria is grown influences the character of these
growths. He related the investigations of Dr.
Steinberg in confirmation of this point.

Dr. Gardiner, of London, read a paper on,

THE INHIBITION OF THE HEART IN DIPHTHERIA.

He related two cases which had occurred in his
own practice, in which death had resulted f rom
heart failure. In both cases the pulse became
remarkably slow. In one it was not more than
twenty-eight to the minute. He thought that
these grave symptoms were brought on by
irritation of the nerves of the throat at the seat
of the disease and consequent inhibition of the
heart. He instanced tetanus as an example of
similar nerve irritation.

-Dr. Graham was of opinion that the pheno-
menon could be best explained pn theïupposition
that a 4oison existed in t.he blood which acted
on the nerve centres. He spoke of the inyesti-
gation of French pathologists who found toxic
principles even in normal excretions, as in
urine. When that was the case, how much
more likely that such principles exist in patho-
logical statés.

Dr. Ross was of the same opinion on this
etiology of the disease as the last speaker. HEe
spekeaf the gravity of heart failure in diph-
theria.: Some cases appeared to be hopeless
from the commencement, but many terminated

favorably. The rapid fatty degeneration of
the heart might explain some cases.

Dr. McDonald, of Wingham, gave instances
of some cases which occurred in bis own
practice, and was also of opinion that fatty
heart and the paralysis of that organ might
explain the symptoms related by the reader of
the paper.

Dr. Gardiner did not think that either fatty
degeneration or paralysis could account for the
phenomenon. There was a slowing of the pulse,
and no diminution of volume, two conditions
which would not be likely to follow fatty heart.

THURSDAY MoRNING.

The Association met at 10 o'clock, the Presi-
dent in the chair.

The minutes of the last meeting were read
and adopted.

ELECTION OF OFFICERS.

The following report of the Nominating
Committee was then read *and unanimously
adopted.

Place of meeting for next year: Hamilton.
President, Dr. J. E. Graham, Toronto; Vice,

Presidents: Ontario-Dr. Dupuis, Kingston;
Quebec-Dr. Russell, Quebec; New' Bruns-
wick-Dr. Currie, Fredericton ; Manitoba-Dr.
O'Donnell.

Local Secretaries: Ontario-Dr. McKeough,
Chatham ; Quebec-Dr. Bell, Montreal; New
Brunswick-Dr. Lunam, Campbellton; Nova
Scotia-Dr. Trueman, Sackviile; Manitoba
Dr. Chown, Winnipeg.

Chairman of Local Committees in Hamilton
Dr. Malloch.

Dr. Graham moved, seconded by Dr. Sheard,
that the Committees on Medicine, Surgery,
Obstetrics, and Therapeutics be abolished, and
in order that this change take place at once,
the by-law requiring notice of motion be sus-
pended. This motion was'carried unanimously.

Dr. Caipbell then ,nioved, seconded by i
McFarlane,. of Toronto, that the by-law author-
izing the formation of a Committee whose duty
it is to make Reports at the Aunual Meeting
on Medicine, -Surgery; Midwifery, and Thera.
peutics, having been suspended by a unaniinous
vote of the Association, the President do name,7

.at this meeting» readers ,of addresses, upon
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specific subjects in Medicine, Surgery, Mid
wifery, and Therapeuties, and that these gentle
men be at once notified of their appoint
ment by the Secretary. lu the event of the
gentlemen named by the President declining
the appointment, lie shall have the right tc
name substitutes.

This resolution was carried unanimously.

The following resolution by Dr. Playter was
then passed unanimously by the association:-

"Tbat the following be a special committee
of this association to consider the question of a
systen of vital statistics for the Dominion, and
to urge upon the Fedëral Government the
desirability of making provision at an early day
for obtaining full returns of births, marriages
and deaths, throughout the different provinces
of the Dominion, namely: Hon. Sen. Sullivan,
Kingston; Drs. F. W. Campbell and Larocque,
of Montreal; Daniel Clarke (P.L.A) and
Canniff, of Toronto; Ahern, of Quebec; and
Grant and Playter, of Ottawa."

The Association then divided into sections.

>ROCEEDINGS OF MEDICAL SECTION.

(Continuedi.)

In the Medical Section, Dr. F. W. Campbell
read a paper on " The Trtatment of Whooping
Cough by Quinine." fHe spoke of the obstinate
and distressing character of the disease. The
writer commenced to use -quinine after it had
been advised by Dr. Dawson, of New York.
Re had notes of over one hundred cases in
whom the remedy had produced excellent re-
sults. The essentials in the quinine treatment
are, (1) The drug must be pure; (2)It must be
dissolved in acid and not disguised ,by syrup or
aromatics; -(3) It must be given freely. For
Young children the dose is from five to eight
gr ains; forýadults:ten to forty.,grains.

The writer is of opinion that whooping cougli
is aprasitic disease, and that quinine acts as a
gernicide. He spoke also of the use of a solu-
hon of quinine in the form of spray.

Drs. Trenholm, Graham, and Gardiner took
part in the discússion, and gave their testimony
tO "the efficacy of the quinine treatment. The
latter two gentlemen did not think it necessary
to leave out-the syrup or otier aromatics.

Dr. R. A. Reeve then read a paper on

GLAUCOMA,

which was illustrated by charts of various

pathological conditions of the eye in this disease.
The essential pathological condition of glau-
coma is an obstruction to the outflow of the
secretions of the eye.

Dr. Buller stated that you may have subluxa-
tion of the lens without glaucoma following for
at least a long time.

Dr. R. A. Reeve in his reply condemned the
free use of atropine, and considered it an occa-
sional cause of glauco a.

SURGICAL SECTION.

iD* A¥y AUG. 18TH.

Dr. Desjardins, of Montreal, read a paper
on

Il KERATOSCOPY AS A MEANS OF DIAGNosIS
IN ASTIGMATISM.1

CAfter defining the term astigmatism, he said
that errors of refraction affect the vision injuri-
ously, although the optic nerve be healthy. It
was formerly supposed that the fault was in
the lens, but it is now known to be due (as
was first pointed out by Donders) to the curves
of the cornea. The lens, according to later
investigators, partakes of the same deformities
as the cornea. Accommodation is not without
influence on refraction.

Dr. Jas. Bell, of Montreal, read a paper on

>1TRACHEOTOMY IN MEMBRANOUS LARYNGITI8,

in which he advocated dispensiFviwih the tube
in the after-treatment of trachootom -- e.

eea operationsrin mem-
branous laryngitis for the following reasons,
viz.: (1) If patient were operated on èarly,
many would be operated on unnecessarily; (2)
Extension - of menbranet :tkes place more
raeidly after tracheotomy;, (3) If the obstrue-
tion is not rapidly produced, membrane is sepa-
rated and expelled.' The recoveries after early
operations were 25-33 per cent.; after late
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operations, 5-10 per cent. A
réove î. He next entered

cases 'tmtratàg t1î5point.
After discussing the subjech as-to-whether
diphtheria is or is not primarily a local
disease, he gave his reasons for not liking the
tube in tracheotomy: (1) The tube never
accurately fits; (2) When the tube is in place,
the incisions into the trachea cannot be kept
under observation; (3) Occasionally the tube
from not being in the middle line, and being

left too long in the trachea, ulcerates through,
and an artery may be opened; (4) When the
tube is in the trachea, there is difficulty in
expelling through it pieces of membrane; (5)
The tube causes sometimes exuberant granula-
tions and warty growths. In place of the tube
Dr. Bell has devised au instrument which he
thinks does away with the objections to the
tube. It consists of a pair of " clips," which
catch the edge of the trachea and holds it apart.
They are held in position by a tape which goes
round the neck. He had experimented with
theécls n of dogs, and found that
théy hed well and no iliesults followed.

-In-speKîng c e plac3 e eperatio-J-ETll
s c: htLji~ratt~1Wee&iuL-

the after-treatment of cases in which the
"clips>' are used, lie withdraws the mucus, etc.,
from the trachea by means of a glass pipette.

b
heeLrrntÂ -ai After operation he plugs

the trachea or larynx above the wound 'with
antiseptic sponge; this absorbs the discharges
andshelps to localize the membrane. Oyer the'
wound he' 1deeps a. piece of, gauze, and h
occasionally introduces vaseline into the trachea,
When 'the tube is used, after two or lthree days
the breathing becomes dry ànd1tPefrd:of the
tube becomes, coated withif1spsated- mucus;
below this, in the trache,ý is a cône of -dried
exudation,, whi~chhelpsito'blbcklup the passage.,

.Dr. Bellgeve the histories oftwo cases of

diphtheria in which he had operated and used
his " clips." One case died, and the other-:

,aged twenty-five months-recevered. in nine
cases of tracheotomy in which he has used the
tube, all, with' one exception, died.

e summed u by sayin at the exc s ve
mor lity afte d htheria wa due to efec
in the fter-t eatm nt. e pres ce o a tubes
is a so ce f irritat n d preven t e appli
cation o emedies to h trachea itse

Dr. A. L. Smit h

(believes that the "clip," introduced by Dr.
Bfll, will prove of the greatest possible benefit
and will in all probability reduce the mortality
after the operation. Kaad-ee-ecer.
f;in.

Dr. Ker o

ti .did'
not think that tracheotomy is a good operation,
and had seen most desperate cases recover with-
out it. If Dr Bell's treatment without a tube
reduced the mortality, it would be a great gain.

tat-

anxiety the u

itg4s-of--eeeghg. I-a-hislatasa h.d&

;b au r, LLo vdge ui thie w u&u, e

fo wenI heb pateL . b ~inw rLZadcthed

,aaia.- se r" ä~theaghé-4 r1wiM>uÐ ±e

-Bel' .~r~ctX~~dd -As-to2
t1L in~~r "~ti ~ l., ofù

-at-A-prerr-- His last tracheotomY.7:
case lived three weeks and died of paralysis, so

lthat it is:hot -alwaysthe extension of theme3m

brane that kills after tracheotomy, and ýthe
best after-treatmeut will fail to produceag-ood
result. He was very doubtful about god
that -would result :from pluggib÷ tlie trachea
aboye the wound;"

Dr. F. J. Shephérd- said that he hadpe

formed tracheotomya uinber imes both in

ýhospitaLandprivate practice. is firSt ten or
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a dozen cases were all fatal, but during the last]
two and a-half years he had performed trache-
otomy in private practice sixteen times, and
had had five recoveries, In hospital practice
his results were not so good. He thought that
the kind of instruments used did not matter
much ; it was important that the wound should
be kept aseptic. He removed the tube as early
as possible, never later than the fif th day, in
one successful case he removed tbe tube on the
third day; they were all cases of diphtheria.

Meee m +h-o-pe e~ees.4he.

sar In the high

quenfly undrn.k.. -A nftprn reuniJted in

Acc. d ~ hDr. Shep-
herd believed that after operation it was use-
ful to bave a warm room (75°-80° F.), and that
the atmosphere should be saturated with mois-
ture. He always used a croup or closed bed,
and the stear of the kettle was conveyed into
it by a huge spout. The inner tube was re-
moved every hour and the outer one on the
second day, lime-water was occasionally dropped
into the tube. He thought that the tube
favored expulsion of membrane. With.egaod

dim Very often
he m -e

hpeatnn +w- LL +h n[,nana ni tano-v

a + a-it dehad-eve-Sn In se
Cpni M --ébe érneck

- of en
my se en due to extmi healt

f-tha-miem . >left,

§nsTd pfzb ~ ~-culosi
seen want healt]

ýDr.]Rissell' -4w i - ck

- - . - --- -

~ '~"~ ;r Trp litongh-ha Dr

wasfor.merly opposed to tracheotonmy, but now

ihougit early, operation advisable; -if the nI
Operation did- not cure, it always relieved. He -of op
h d performed tracheotony six times with two as fo,

recoveries. He thought Dr. Bell's instrument
a very ingenious one, and likely to prove very
useful. I

Dr. Fenwick, of Montreal, said that he pre-
ferred the high to the 1ow operation. Dr.
Bell's instrument appeared to answer very well.

opjiun uubiumánrumentt

Dr. Fenwick, of Montreal, read a paper on

TREATMENT OF TUBERCULOUS GLANDS OF THE

NECK.

He believed that scrofulous glands are intim-
ately connected with tubercle. After giving a
sketch of the history of tubercle and Koch's
discovery of the tubercle bacillus, he said that
there must be some predisposing condition in
the individual so that he can contract tubercle
-the proper soil must be present. The glands
of the neck are specially liable to infection,
especially the submaxillary and those o-ver the
large -vessels. Enlargement is rarely single
and occurs generally at first on one side of the
neck only. O flfa ths e.m ime

eher d enert
first scw~i~fii. lr&.~-Lr.

.the mode of entrarr~~+~ ~î~
rofulous enlargement of the glands of the

the author strongly advised early removal

larged glands. After removal the general
h of the individual improves ; if they are
the patient runs the risk of general tuber-
is, and if he recovers it is with impaired
h and a number of disfiguring scars on the

T4

Bfl z~api; ~ Lh~ ~mu r tre caur-cery

K e r of, W inni e g a

e- as not,Éatisfied with theîresults"' 4
erations and ,did not now operate se oft en

merly he found the operation not orny.

(j

I
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,very tedious but difficult and dangerous, aod afterwards. The pedicle of the tumor should
the results were not always so good as repre- be ligated in small segments, 'and the large
sented. fL._Aleacer cfLiver vessels should be ligatured separately and

the ligature eut short. The cavity of the

L uw- g m , -up thie abdomen should be thoroughly cleansed with
sponges, and drained when necessary. .

Dr. Shepherd, of Montreal, confessed that e te a î ègrczu y
the results of operation were not always so -u.se.i t lLtvoL larpst
perfect as 'were described by the enthusiastic temem, He allows his patient after the opera-
advocates of the operation, but in many cases tion to move freely in bed; this favors the
the results are entirely satisfactory. - reposition of the bowels. In uterine fibroids,

iwhen large, he always divides the mass in
He the median line, then each half is enucleated.

4ýç dThe stump should be cut in shape of a V, and

ovee t -tthe edges brought together with a running
- suture and quilted with the shoemaker's stitch.

-eeH He has found linseed-tea enemata of great

be auite soft in h t T c dn nn service after operation; fomentations to the
. After incising abdomen were also very beneficial. No after

the deep fascia, he prefers removing the glands medicinal treatment is needed, except when
with the fingers, and an occasional eut with a there is vomiting ; in this he has found sipping
knife. He has never had any accident attending hot water useful, and also ipecacuanha in hom-
the operation. Although he has had no experi- opathie doses. He uses the third dilution.
ence with Treves's cautery puncture, he does not Dr. Muefarlane, of Toronto, would have
think it suitable for glands deeply placed. In iiked te hear Dr. Trenhelme say more about
sinuses and scrofulous ulcers, he has had most dieteties. In bis eperation le had found
excellent results from scraping out the parts vomiting te be a very troublesome complica-
with Volkmann's spoon. tien; warm water with a flavoring of brandy

Dr. Trenholme, of Montreal, read a paper on le lad found of great service in these cases,

OME DETAILS OF UTERINE AND OVARIAN aise frequent smaîl doses cf Epsom saîts as
OPERATIONS. recommendecabyLawson Tait. , wneer gave

e-~ a h tt itt thzz_ opr l ik edicineat al wen there was any threat-
d. ening cf peritonéa trouble. He neyer used'

Ater describing tlie usuav precautiomns that drainage unless the adhesious were extensive.

should ie taken regarding the cleanliness of withShagf b

hands;, spon->es and instruments, lie said that Jttu rgrlfgt
lie prefers Ne.ý 1-20 sheemakers' tliread'te any w

thhr forhr of ligature. aBefore use the thread a serii t
shPuEd be imrdersed for twenty-four hurs r min eOmmd b

Pure carbolie acid, and net put inte water at al. maedicne ll whe t

lu closing te abdominal pwoundle uses silver l tuness theardré adetis were eten sive.
wire for tdeepsutures and horseclair forfthe Dr.therman, È the
ueprf . 1lai ogreatkrers on the import y 1 mMUul e M

ance of ýnet enciesing âny ,Muscûlar tisisue'in Qrpen~ Mr '~~ ~t
ther futuore.o o a Be e u

b~Urvi-kY &Ii1~~budjEi~ i~d liuU Dr. -Kerr,ý WX.z 6  x h*ý_ei immrjxi '

shoulz:d e immrse for~~.d twety-ou hours~~ incf unuayd

sàvipr' H de aid stes rt'inhion ofr twO hW -

,or woad a l nches. Muscle hould xnever know why Dr. Trenholme objected toincludi
be det in the incision, as it gave great rouble muscle in his sutùrei.
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Dr. Shepherd, of Montreal, thought--tha

nthods of healin _a this

cidti s. did no
understand why an abdominal wound shouh
heal so differentiy from wounds in other parts
So far as he himself was concerned, in perform
ing abdominal section he treated his incision a
on ordinary wound. He used silk or catgi
stures, and passed them through the whol1
thickness of the wall of the abdomen; unio2
invariably took place by first intention. -Ever

ihave sornspeeil-mQdof- eten-.
abdumnal inein na sPe m to think th

Dr. Fenw aid-h rq5 aiuMe
rc o.~Ipi unos wï zair sucess

e greed with the remarks of the last speaker
He always used silk sutures, and objected t
horsehair, because knots made in it did not holi
well. In treating the pedicle he first clampe

nit, ad then tied all the large vessels ; after
ward, he tied the pedicle with the Staffordshir
knot and removed the clamp. He had used hoi
water occasionally to cleanse the abdomen.

Dr. Trenholme, in reply, said he spot e, o
interstitial fibroids. He formed the pedicle ou
of the labial borders of the uterus in such
way that he left the broad ligaments to sustaii
the pelvic. viscera. He used the shoemaker'
Stitéh to secure primary union. With regari
to the external wound, lie thought that th
conditions found ini the abdomùinal cavit'
existed nowhere else. It is of the greates
Importance to ,secure primary union so tha
there shall be nò subsequent· hernia, Fo
vomhng ie used hot water over the wound
and ipecae in minute doses. In preparing th
patient, hie avoided purgatives as much a

Èosible. In cold weather'he kept the extiemi
tes of the patient .wrapped âp in cotton-wool

Dr Shepherd, of Montreal, next read
Ppr onu

EXCISIoN 0F THE TARSUs IN TUBERCULoUs

DISEASE OF THE BONE.

rad 'n.t Sn YA

c Iases of i it.berculou aLcrouX s disease of

es the necessity for amputation is notwim

diate, and it is the duty of the surgeon to
eavor first to remove the local disease before
rificing the foot.

r- oflèohe »*r fbMl

o dise ho e-ecteni The reader of the
e, paper illustrated this principle by giving the

histories of several cases. Ia one case, where
D there was disease -of both feet, he removed on
9-the right foot the cuneiform, scaphoid, cuboid,

end bases of the metatarsal bones, and on the
left the lower end- of the tibia, astragalus, part
of the os calcis, the scaphoid, and cuboid. The
result was excellent, and the patient, a-girl aged

o seventeen, was able to walk about comfortably.
d In children rn fnvt, e

-, ,e m amputation is hardly ever required.
e Dr. Macfarlane .nf T'rn+n, '- lnnved-r

h nipeareader of the
.L elieved it is the proper

f method of treatment and should be extended
t to caries of the spine. In dressing the wound
a left after excising tarsal bones he never stuffed
n ti.e wounds with anything, but placed the foot
s in a good position and lef t the rest to nature.

e ha ic fdca 0  4 arsal bones in

t tibi erd phoLdo fe

t a rp ta s e wie h e
r had.xeniove ~ uet~~~.a

, D. Hlm
s onsernt.atise- orvfBE seveml-tnes.

-exicejhenk L hle-best-resits.
Dr. Kerr, of innipg, said thatà patients,

a aftev operation,, should not be allowed to walk

about too soon, as they were apt to have a splay
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foot. d

tAssel, oLOue also imidtd that th

run ve a a wLl t iurp

Dr. Fenwick said he could mention a number
of cases in which he had resected the tarsus
with the happiest results.l He related the case
of a gentleman (a medical man) who had been
wounded at the battie of the Alma, and had
carried the bullet in his heel for nearly thirty
years. The os calcis was trephined, and the
bullet removed, with result of a rapid closure
of the cavity and a useful foot.

Dr. Kerr, of Winnipeg, read a paper on the

EVACUATION OF AN ABDOMINAL HYDATID CYST.

The patient was an Icelander, who came into
the Winnipeg Hospital last wintcr, with a large
abdominal tumor. From the history, and as
the result of exploratory puncture, the attend-
ing physician,'Dr. Whiteford, made the dignosis
of hydatid cyst, and handed the case over to
Dr. Kerr, for operation. The operation was
performed in two stages,, as recommended by
Volkmann. • A cut was first made down to the
growth, and six days after it was-incised. To
open the cyst he had to eut through two inches
of the liver. The cyst was then emptied and
washed out with a solution of iodide. The
patient did wel, and went home in two months.
He remarked that these are rare cases. Up to
1880, only 155 cases have been reported. This
is the second case that has been seen in the
University Hospital. The other patient wäs
operated on, but died on the table.

D. ele , fL on, t., ted e
V téo case i a bec eate yea

o i the' london 6spi al.

AUGUST 19TH.

Dr. Kerr reported two cases of

GLGUNSHOT WOUNID 0F THE HITJOINT.

qad the oints 1p.1 frp'..

lis~snl~ku~~"nI iepo±bler-The-whole
b fta- Condition and

as Tru iy clsedr

the chne' i ra o l an d fr ed wix iv

applied. Te mrccu; a rs wa
mia

and e haustion in a short t e. The second
case wa seen immediate fter the acci-
dent ; the wound was eated in the same
way, and the imb fixe in an an rior Smith's
splint; za poster r sp nt was also e ployed, so
that immobility w secured, and reco ery with
a useful limb res te Dr. Kerr re red to
other methods of treat cnt, viz., excisi and
amputation. In these cas - the mortalit was
high. He rought these case before the c
tion in o er to show what coul be done b
conser ative methods in such cases.

Dr. lark, of Toronto, id that a nu er
of cases gunshot inj ie of the hi were
reported' e Surgica istor of the eri an
Rebelli . had en severa , cas s treated
whe with the al army in Vi 'nia. They'.
we e treated und r nvas, and did we

p e o~

Dr. iBulle.r, of Montreal, read apaper on

THETREATMENT OF ACUTE PURULENT

OPHTHALMIA.

Dr. Shepherd, of Montreal, read the notes cf

a case of
-ýAINHUM)

w!hA: kL McàI Or.éb&L ilLth"osp . e ê-disease attc

vru,-.Sýlu uu~~~ >lL
e, oe e

WGIL:. ~ tut L .1 Il.. i-

sectf
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skin.ar-l3'brens c TeIo~~, L Le

peare: tJ rudp IXiu~ u~

Dr. Fenwick, of Montreal, reported a case of

C~MUTATIO.N AT THgjSiKQIUpER.JINT FOR MYELO-

SARCOMA OF THE ARM.

Dr. A. Lapthorn-Smith read a paper on

ALEXANDERsNOPERATIo ANÀD THE TREATMENT
OF DISPLACEMENT OF THE UTERUS.

After describing the operation minutely, and
also giving a discourse on the ariatomy of the
parts, Dr. Smith went on to say that the round
ligaments are really muscles, and are not in a
state of tension except during coition. They
are the homologues of the cremaster muscle in
the male. Dr. Smith considered that the risks
of the operation are great, and that it is not a
justifiable one except in extreme cases, and
when performed did not permanently cure dis-
placements of the uterus. He prophesied that
it would soon fall into disuse. The author said
that displacements of the womb could be cor-
rected by lessening congestion, by keeping the
liver clear, and the lower bowel empty. The
paper was illustrated by diagrams and tables.

Dr. Trenholme agreed with Dr. Smith that
the operation was one that would soon be
known only in history. brc] op-*t- ûnc.

opter--
Dr. Shepherd had frequently dissected the

round ligament, and had performed operations
on the dead subject. The uterus could be
eahily elevated by pulling on the ligaments.

-He did not think the fact that a few .muscular
fi1es had been found on the ligament proves
that Lt is now in active use ,as a -muscle; it is,

arath a:fatàl remnant of. the ligament oflthe,
Wolan bdy, and : th% rhomôlogue of t -the
gubernaculum. testis of the male.

fDrAhern, of Quebec, said that the round
igament isfrequently abdimal, and that at
its insertion Lt is often ,much .atrophied. In
cases wherethe uterus is fiied tightening:it will
not correct displacements.

TI ~tn hn~4ore

A GENERAL MEETING

of the Association took place at 2 o'clock,
Dr. Canniff in the chair, as the President was
absent.

Dr. McEachren, the Principal of the Veteri-
nary College, gave an address on

THE PLEURO-PNEUMONIA OF CATTLE,

which was illustrated by pathological specimens.
The principal difference between pleuro-pueu-
monia in cattle and that of man is that in the
fctmer the disease is first, and essentially, an
inflammation of the inter-lobular connective
tissue ; the alveoli are only secondarily affected.

Votes of thanks were then given to the
authorities of the Laval University for the
use of the building, and to the railroad
and steamboat companies for the courtesy
shown by them to the Association.

The Association then adjourned.

HAMILTON MEDICAL AND SURGICAL
SOCIETY-REGULAR MEETING.

Dr. Malloch exhibited a specimen of a soft
catheter. The patient had been using a soft
catheter for some time; one night, from some
cause or other, he allowed the catheter to slip
into the bladder. Not thinking anything seri-
ous would result, lie allowed it to remain in
the bladder for six or seven days. Dr. Mal-

-loch was called to see the patient, and intro-
duced a lithotrite with the object of removing
the catheter; this proving ineffectual; lie per-
formed the operation of median lithotomy with
success, and removed the catheter with a pair
of forceps. The catheter, from the length of
time it had been in the bladder, was covered
with a considerable deposit.

There was considerable discussion on this
case, but it was decided that. the medi-n opera-
-tiori 1ývas preferable. Dr. Mallo'cli also ,ekhib-
ited 'a specimen of a calculus from the pelNis
of the kidney. Patient had been suffering for
abônt'fifteen years-had been operated upon for
stone in the bladder. He first saw the patient
tn 'years ago: she then had -a fistulous open.:
ing. One year ago he probed the 'opéning and
detected' a atone. Five months ag Lt was
removeel. Drs. Rosebrugh, Mullin and McCar-
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gow took part in the discussion and related
cases which bad coma under their notice.
- Dr. Stark related two cases of peurperal
eclampsia treated by the hypodermic injection
of pilocarpine. A lengthy discussion followed
in which Drs. Leslie, Malloch, Mullin, White,
Shaw and Ridely took part.

F. E. WOOLVERTON, Sec'y.

LETTER FROM VIENNA.

The following was received too late for inser-
tion in the August number of PRACTITIONER.

It properly foris a continuation of J. H. D.'s
letter which appeared in that number :-

Case No 2 (Demonstrated by Dr. Jacks,
Nothnagel's Klinik).-Young man;. always
strong and heaithy till the present difficulty
commenced. Denies having had rheumatism.
Was very active, and attributes his present loss
of health to too much running and dancing.

Ten months ago, found bis breath becom
ing short and heart palpitating on exertion;
cyanosis became marked ; hydroperitoneuni
and odema of the lower limbs followed.
These symptoms steadily increased till within
a few days, when slight improvement
occurred-to be mentioned later. Tbe patient
is stoutly built, fairly nourished, with a
slightly livid color in face. The veins
of the neck are full anI pulsate distinctly; a
wavy motion is communicated to the whole
præ-cordial ind epigastric surfaces; retraction
of the chest wall a li.tle to the left of the left
mammary line in the fifth intercostal space is
noticeable with each heart systole. Tempera-
ture is normal, though it has occasionally risen
to 100° F.; pulse regular, very feeble 136.
Respirations :rapid during rest,. and much in-
cieased on the slightest exertion; patient is
much troubled with a dry, hacking cough.
Percussion reveals enormously extended heart.
dulness; absolute dulness at the basis of the
lungs shows,, with other signs, the presence of
fluid in both pleur. Ausculation normal;
vesicular' murmur ,over the whole . of both
lungs. The heart valves, as the natural result
of heart dilatation, are not doing their work

well, but ausculation gives no evidence of
actual valvular disease. Examination of the
abdomen shows slight enlargement of liver and
spleen, and a smnall quantity of fluid in the
abdomen; the feet are slightly odematous.
The urine, though still scanty, is more abundant
than previously, and a sliglit trace of albumen
is present; both these changes Lave taken place
since the latest " therapie " employed. The
bowels are constipated.

Diagnosis-Adherent pericardium, with con.
sequent degeneration of the lieart muscle and
dilatation. Treatment -Digitalis was given
in full doses for some days, without benefit;
calomel has since been given, with marked im-
provement. Ascites and oedema have almost
disappeared, and the quantity of urine is
greatly ii]creased. Albumen bas since appeared
in urine. Prognosis unfavorable.

Professor Bamberger, in his excellent work
on diseases of the heart, says: " Adherent
pericardiuni, which is a pet subject for the
writers of the present day, is always the result
of a previous pericardial inflammation." This
may, as Dr. Heilter remarks, be a chronic and
rnobserved insidious inflammatory process,
without distinctly traceable cause. The peri-
carditis may be acute, but years may pass
before symptoms of adhesion make themselves
apparent (Dr. Jacks). Bamberger says that
this condition, as such, bas no important symp-
tom, but generally iesults in degeneration of
the heart-muscle itself, and consequent symp-
toms, which, however, are the symptoms not
of adherent pericardium, but of the other dis-
cased conditions of the heart which may have
resulted- from it. There has been much dis-
cussion as to whether it results in hypertrophy
or atropby of the hearL-muscle.

The above-cited cases show the justice of the
last-mentioned authors 'statement that both
results occur. He further remarks that ,dila
tation with slight hypertrophy is, so far ashis
experience goes, the more common reilt.
'koda bas probably colected more cases'of
this diseased condition than any other writer
on the subject ; he gives the- following symp-
toms as characteristic :-() The area of heext-
dulness is unaffected by the expansion of he
lungs in the respiratory act. (2) The abseiCe
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of systolic impulse at the heart's apex, and
often a diastolic apex-beat occurring instead.
(3) Retraction of that portion of the chest-
wall in contact with the heart's apex, coinci-

dent with its systole, (4) In case the peri-
cardium is adherent to the vertebral column
there is retraction of the lower end of the
sternum witli each heart systole, and also a
systolic impulse over the base of the heart.

The first of these symptoms is very judi-
ciously objected to by Cejka. He remarks that
the above-mentioned symptom (1) is a symp.
tom of adhesion of the pericardium to the
chest-wall, and not as here to the heart. As
regards treatment, digitalis is evidently not
what is wanted. A stimulant to heart-muscle
such as digitalis requires some moderately
healthy muscle to stimulate before it can
become effective. Calomel in the above case
has been of signal benefit by acting on the
kidneys. Dr. Jacks remarks that it is useful
in dropsical conditions fron heart disease only
when the kidneys are moderately sound ; in
other cases it is decidedly contra-indicated;
in any case it is only palliative. The anatomi-
cal conditions are incapable of cure, so that we
must always give an unfavorable prognosis.

J. H. D.

LETTER FROM VIENNA.

TUBERCULOSIS OF THE VULVA.

Prof. Chiari exhibited at the Physician's
Society, in Prag, specimens of tuberculosis of
the vagina and v-ulva taken from a patient
suffering from chronic tuberculosis. On her
admirsion to the hospital, last January, there
was a large ulcer in the right labium, which

rapidly increased in size and spread into the
vagina. On microscopic examination, partially
cheesy,- miliary tubercles, with unmistakable
gia cells, were seen; sections were also
examiined for bacilli, which placed beyond
doubt the nature of the ulcer. The uterus anI
tubes were frce froin disease, and Prof. Chiari,
va of the opinion that the miliary tubercles
found in the vagina and vulva, and the presence
f the tuberculous deposit could oily be ac-

Counted for on the supposition that the patient
had infected herself from the tuberculosis of

the bowel which existed. The entire rectum
was a mass of ulcers which extended to the
anus, and were also developed in the surround-
ing skin.-Wiener eAfd. Blätter.

SUN BATHS IN THE TREATMENT OF CHRONIC
HYDROCEPHALUS.

Under this title Dr. Somma sends a com-
munication to an Italian journal, which ïvas
copied into the Medizinische Blätter. He re-
commends that the little patient be held in
such a position as to allow the rays of the sun
to fall only on the back of the head, the first
few days for but a short time, afterwards the
sittings to last thirty or forty minutes each
day. There is a sweating of the head, and, as
a result of the increased temperature, an irri-
tation of the vaso-motor system which serves
to further a better absorption of the fluid. As
indications for this treatment the author con-
siders it necessary that the case be chronic,
without brain complications ; the organs
healthy, and that the disease be not too far
advanced.

Since Prof. Liebrich introduced lanolin as a
basis for ointments, much attention has been
paid to it and many preparations introduced.
From those used at the Berlin Clinie we take
the following :-

Tynguent Diachylon:
Emplast plumbi simplex........ 50
01 olivarum .................. 20
Lanolini ... ................. 30

Unguent Hydrarg album:
Hydrarg precip. albi ........... 10
Adepis suilli.................. 10
Lanolini ..................... 80

Unguent Hydrarg Rubrum:
Hydrarg oxydat .............. 10
Adipis sailli.................. 30
Lanolini..................... 60

Unguent Iodoformi:
lodoformi................... 10
Adipis snilli .................. 10
Lanolini.................... 80

Unguent Argent Nitric:
Argent nitric.................1
Lanolini ..................... 9
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TREATMENT OF PERICARDITIS.

BY PROF. H. NOTHNAGEL, VIENNA.

K Digest of a Clinical Lecture Published in the Wieîner Med.
Zeitung of August Srd.

Gentlemen,-The treatment of a typical case
of acute pericarditis is as follows :-

When you are called to see a patient com-
plaining of pain in the procordia, with fever-

ishness, and you discover a pericardial exuda-
tion and a friction sound, you should at once
apply 3, 6, 8, or 10 leeches to the præcordia,
according to the intensity of the affection and
the constitutional condition of your patient,
to be repeated in 4, 5, or 6 days-this is the
first and most important point. In some cases
you may, instead of leeches, use dry cups,
although they are inferior, for the reason that
you cannot locato them so accurately. Secondly,
you should apply the iceberg, or Leiter's appa-
ratus, i.e., a coiled arrangement of tubing
through which cold water may be circulated;
and now I take this opportunity of strongly
urging against the use of cold compresses, sim-
ply because they are never cold; if used they
must be applied directly from ice-water and
changed every five minutes, a procedure too
difficult to be satisfactorily undertaken. You
will, moreover, frequently have the oppor-
tunity of observing that these so-called cold
compresses are warnz. Regarding the adminis-
tration of medicine, there is one agent, applic-
able, however, only under certain conditions.
I refer to digitalis, which sbould be employed
in cases where the heart is weak and signs of
its failure are present. It is best to administer
it in moderately large doses every ten hours,
not only at the onset of the affection, to steady
the heart's action, but also in the later stages
when special signs of its enfeeblement are pre-
sent, indicated by irregularity and reduced
pulse tension-beyond this,, internal adminis-
tration is of no avail. Other symptoms rarely
demand attention, for the pain is scarcely
noticeable, and When present it is generàlly
relieved by the leeching and the cold. The
fever is rarely so-high as to require attention,
even if the temperature rises to'103° it inatters
not; you need not give. quinine, for you will
notice that the, fever, reduces with, the decline
of'the inflammation.' What are we to dowhen

exudation exists ? Endeavor by the use of
counter irritants to bring about its absorption.
In the later stages of the disease blood letting
and cold are out of place, and counter irritants,
particularly painting the proecordia twice a day
with equal parts of tincture of iodine and tinct-
ure of galls, or if you choose you may take
emp. cantharides, allowing it to remain in
place for from eight to twelve hours. In the
earlier stages of the disease, when the process
is less rapid and the case assumes a subacute
character with but slight elevation of tempera-
ture, and when friction sounds are present,
Spanish fly may also then be used to attain
the absorption of the fluid. Medicines have
been advised, but the only one which we can

recommend, and from which good results may
be expected, is digitalis; not because it has the

power to directly influence absorption, but be-
cause it bas the known quality, to a certain
extent, to conserve cardiac strength. Other
agents -the so-called absorbents, iodide of potasý
sium, and iodide of sodium-are valueless in
this connection, for in no way do they assist

in lessening the quantity of fluid in the

pericardial sac. If, constrained by circun-
stances, you must prescribe somethinr, you
may as well write out iodide of sodium, but I

would impress this upon you, that you need
expect from it no beneficial effect. When
the life of your patient is in imminent danger

from mechanical interference with the heart's

action and paralysis of that muscle, one means

alone can serve you, and that is paracentesis

pericordia. It has often been employed, and
not with discouraging results ; the operation
must of necessity be performed with the
greatest of care, not using an ordinary aspira-
ting needle, but a trochar of special construc-
tion, to avoid wounding the heart. Beyond
this, we can do nothing but bring into play the
beneficial influences of good nourishment"and
patience, waiting till absorption is complete,'
after wvhich, unfortunately, adhesion of the
'pericardium is frequently established, with that
train af symptoms which generally follow
therefrom. W. H. B. A

BARBERs AND SURGEONs.-The Boston f'ost
says that "Barbers were originally surgeons,
and adds, apparently with much feeling,
great many of them are now."
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DEATH OF DR. MOXON.

With deep regret we notice the death of this
eminent physician. We quote as follows from

,the Britist Medical Journal :-" Dr. Moxon,
after a hard day's work on Wednesday, includ-
ing an oral examination at the College of
Physicians, prior to returning to his home
at Highgate, went to his consulting rooms
in Finsbury Circus, where he was en-
gaged for some tinie in correspondence. As he
failed to return home at his usual hour before
midnight, messengers were despatched to Fins-
bury about two o'clock on Thursday morning,
and Dr. Moxon was found to have been dead
for some time lying in his consulting room."

FRANK HASTINGS HAMILTON, M.D.,
LL.D.,

NEW YORK.

Dr. Hamilton, the distinguished surgeon and
author, was well known and highly respected in
this country. For ten years he had suffered
from pulinonary phthisis. Late in July he
became seriously ill, and died, August 1lth, in
New York.

WALTER MOXON, M.D. (LoxoD.), F.R.C.P.

Dr. Moxon was one of the most distinguished
and brilliant of the physicians that have been
connected with Guy's Hospital. He was one
of the Lecturers in Medicine, and earned a
high4 reputation as a Clinical Teacher. He had
been in poor health for some time suffering
from headaches and sleeplessness, and died
rather suddenly, July 22nd.

DR. L. L. HOOPER,

EXETER, ONT.

Dr. Hooper was a young physician, with
goc abilities and bright prospects. He was'a
Etudent of the Toronto School of Medicine, and
graduated in 1885. He then went to England
and took the L.R.C.P. of London. He returned
to Exeter a short time ago, and, we understand,
had septicSmia from a comparatively slight
Wound, which caused his death, August"20th.

DR. C. G. MOORE,

LONDON, ONT.

Dr. Moore was one of the oldest and most
successful physicians in London, having been
engaged in active practice thirty-seven years.
He died suddenly, from apoplexy, August 17th.

A Manual of Practical Thterapeutics. By
EDWA]D JOHN WARING, C.LE., M.D.,
F.R.C.S. Lond., etc. Edited by Dudley W.
Buxton, M.D. B.S., Lond., Assistant to the
Professor of Medicine at University College,
London, etc. 4th edition, 744 pages. Cloth,
$3. Philadelphia: P. Blakiston, Son & Co.
This is one of Blakiston's new series of

Manuals and Text-books, some of which it has
been our pleasure to review favorably in former
issues. Of the whole series we cannot speak in
too high terms. It contains Galabin's Mid..
wifery, Yeo's Physiology, Potter's Materia
Medica, Goodhart and Starr's Diseases of Chil-
dren, the present work, and others. They are
all marked by a high type of excellence and are
furnished by the publishers at the low price of
three dollars each.

Waring's Therapeutics is marvellously com-
plete; in fact it would seem scarcely possible to
convey so much information in so practical a
way in so limited a space. A great deal of
labor bas evidently been expended in the revi-
vision for this fourth edition, and all new
remedies of any value have been introduced.
We can confidently recommend it to students
and practitioners as a thorougbly good work
in every respect.

TuE ABUSE OF TEA.-The Britisi Medical
Journal in an article on this subject enumerates
the evil effects of the abuse of tea as follows:-
" Nervous irritability, palpitation, insomnia,
and sense of brain fatigue are among the most
prominent of the neurotic symptoms. The
digestive symptoms.are impairment,of appetite,
pain and flatulence during the process of diges-
tion, and defective intestinal action-the symp-
tom, in fact, of one of the varieties of atonic.
dyspepsia."
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The Editor of the British Medical Journal,
Mr. Ernest Hart, was urgently pressed to con-
test a seat for Parliament as a Gladstone liberal;
but his health was such that he vas positively
forbidden to undertake the contest.-Medical
Record.

OF CoURsE !-Professor (to class in surgery)
-" The right leg of this patient, as you see, is
shorter than the left, in consequence of which
he limps. Now, Mr. Sorter, what would you
do in a case of this kind ?" Sorter-" I'd limp,
too. "-Journal of Reconstructives.

THE MILK DIET.-" Why will you persist
in drinking tea and coffee ?" asked the doctor.
"A milk diet is the healthiest, it contains all
the elements of the human blood." "Very
true," replied Boggs, swallowing a third cup of
coffee, "but then, you know, I am not blood
thirsty."-Medical World.

Dr. I. Hun Su, of Pekin, China, treats un-
complicated typhoid fever very successfully
with the following prescription:

1W Three inches dried umbilical cord.
One dried snake skin.
One fresh tom-cat's head.

M. Boil in five pints of water for two hours
and strain. Sig. Tablespoonful every four
hours.

NEws FRoM BELOW.-The managing editor
of the CANADIAN PRACTITIONER, who is now in
Vienna, bas been heard from. He reports that
his satanie majesty, while on a recent visit to
this planet for a cargo of sulphur, was shown a
sample of iodoform. He imnmediately counter-
manded the sulphur order and substituted iodo-
form, saying, "Not in all my realms below
does any perfume so please my senses." In
other words, the odor of iodoform beats sheol.

A veracious newspaper story comes from the
West of a man who, in a fit of despondency,
swallowed a bottle of somebody's hair restorer,
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and on his death, with obscure symptoms, some
years later, the whole abdominal cavity was'
found to be lined with a thick growth of hair,
attesting the unfailing action of the hair pèr-
suader; which sounds like the chestnut regard.
ing a kindred remedy, which, being accidentally
spilled on the floor, produced a door mat.
Boston Med. and Surg. Journal.

A NEW SPECIES oF TAPEWoRM.-Dr. Curran
in the Southern Practitioner, writes that some
of his townsmen go to Los Angeles for treat-
ment, and return home with yards of tapeworm
in bottles, very handsome and doubtless worth
all they cost, " warranted to last in any clim
ate," as they are .celluloid. The ingenuity of
the nation that originated wooden nutmegs has,
it appears, made great strides. It started with'
imitating the products of "the spicy breezes
that blow soft o'er Ceylon's isle;" it has now
succeeded in manufacturing imitations of theé
inhabitants of another region where the breezes,,
however favoring, are not so pleasantly spicy.

ARTIFICIAL IMPREGNATIN.-This subject has
been discussed, and bas its advocates. The
Gazette Hebdomadaire de MAedicine et de Chir'l
urgie reviews at length a new novel with the
suggestive title of " Le Faiseur d'Hommes.l
The romance is nothing more nor less than a
plea in favor of artificial impregnation; the
dramatis persone are a childless count and
countess and a highly scientific physician. A
certain abbe is also introduced, in order to fil
out the religious side of the picture. Not to
enter into the details of the subjec', wbich are
better suited for a treatise on gynocology than
fur a popular novel, it suffices to saf tbat h
experiment is successful, the result being a sonf
who is afterwards known at court as the
"child of the syringe.» Hle should have been
called "a son of a gun."-&Gaillard's Med.

AD HoMINE.-First Doctor-" I am sorr
to see you in this condition, Doc. Who la

prescribing- for you 1" Second Doctor
am, myself." First Doctor-" Gredt o
Don't do it ! You are committing iicide'
Puck.


